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Dance Group 
Performs For 
Biafra Tonight 
by Denise Kale 
The Ithaca College Dance Com-
pany will present their second 
1nnual dance recital on Febru-
1ry 21 and 22. It will be directed 
lY Mr. Vergiu Cornea, assistant 
Jtofessor of Drama and Dance, 
1vho said that he felt this year's 
:oncert would be an even greater 
;uccess than the one held down-
own last year. He emphasized 
. hat although the posters around 
he campus state that the price is 
'2.50, Ithaca College Students 
nay attend the concert free of 
:harge simply by presenting their 
:.n. cards at the box office. , 
The opening number, "Twenty-
hree Red Boots,'' concerns a girl 
r.ho never seems to have her 
1oots on at the right time to join 
n the fun. The folklore costumes 
IDd the bright red boots, as well 
IS all of the other costumes in 
he entire performance, were de-
dgned and executed by Mr. 
;ornea himself. 
[ The next pr~sentation is "Ye 
)ld Calendare" by Mozart. The 
f aUet will show each season of 
ihe year complete with extra-
·agant pastel baroque co~tumes. 
The recital will include three 
olo dances by ·Mr. Cornea in-
luding "Spirit of the Cathedral" 
pmposed by Claude Debussy. 
lhadows," ''Witches' Sabath," d "Four Apocalyptic Horse-en" combine to form "Through e Night" by Beethoven. 
· ·Mr. Cornea will perform a solo 
hree-part dance to a symphony 
'Y Stravinsky. The master dancer 
/ill emerge from an icon por-
raying the three kings, the Vir-
in Mary giving birth, · culmi-
ating in the portrayal of Jesus 
:hrist himself. 
I Mr. Cornea pointed out that 
~w of the dancers have had any 
assical dance background. 
erefore the company cannot be 
Ued a professional ballet. How-
er, he feels that all of the 
embers of the dance company 
ho are participating in the reci-
will give an excellent per-
>rmance. 
~tand Found 
telocated To 
1gbert Union Desk 
by Maureen Blanchfield 
The lost and found depart-
ent, formerly a trust of the 
ety Division, has been moved 
the Egbert Union information 
sk. It was felt that the Union 
more centrally located and 
ed at more convenient hours 
r student use. 
Union personnel record the 
le and location of things that 
e. found, keeping the valuable 
1cles in the Union safe, and 
e clothing at the information 
L ~- After 90 days, unclaimed 
r~1cles are disposed of to Good 
111 Industries, the Salvation 
Y, or other drives occurring 
the time. Textbooks found dur-
g the holidays are sold to the 
0kstore, while unclaimed 
asses go to Kiwanis to be re-
ound for distribution among 
e_ needly. Donations of these 
1cles are always determined by 
ed. 
Photo by Barb Goldberg 
The administration meets the students: Mr. L,;izcano, Treasurer Farinella, Dr. Dillingham, 
Dean Brown, Provost Davies and Mr. Meyn. (Left to right) 
E.O.P. Question and Finances Dominate 
Administrative Forum Tuesday Night 
An Administrative Forum was 
held Tuesday night with Mr. 
Stuart Whitnh as moderator. 
The purpose of the Forum was 
to close the "communication gap" 
between the students, faculty and 
administration. 
'1.'he major issue discussed was 
the Educational Opportunity Pro-
gram and the extent to which it 
is being supported by the college. 
Financially Ithaca College is 
thirty millon dollars in debt with 
forty million sunk in buildings. 
It was explained to the students 
and members of the faculty by 
President Dillingham and Mr. 
Paul Farinella (Vice President of 
Business and Finance) the pres-
ent condition of the Ithaca Col-
lege Budget and in general where 
the money goes. Expenditures for 
items such as grounds, Spring 
Weekend, etc. are of benefit to 
the college and many times 
profitable. The point,was brought 
out by a member of the audience 
that less money be spent on ac-
tivities and organizations and 
more money be given to E.O.P. 
W.G.B. Working 
To Separate 
Legislative 
And JudiciaH 
by Judy Lorkowski 
This question was plainly an-
swered by another participant of 
the audience when she pointed 
out that certain organizations 
and activities tend to lure stu-
dents to I.C. from the middle 
class society. The money that 
these students pay is used to 
finance E.O.P. Without these 
organizations and a c t i v it i e s 
chances are that many students 
would not come to. I.C. This in 
Photo by Bnrb Goldberg 
Student tells administration 
that school should know how 
money is being spent. 
itself also explains the forty 
million dollars put into buildings 
and much of the other finances. 
In other words one must pay out 
money for· some things in order 
to raise money for others. 
President Dilingham said that 
hopefully E.O.P. finances will in-
crease and that the E.O.P. Fi-
nancial Statement will be pre-
sented to the Board of Trustees 
for their approval. There is a 
problems of Federal funds and, if 
things stay as they are, _there 
will be more Federal fund~- for 
E.O.P. 
"We can't get the Blacks," said 
President Dillingham in answer 
to a proposal that more minority 
students be acecpted at I.C. The 
audience's retort to this was that 
with the financial backing of the 
administration all the poor stu-
dents needed will be found by the 
committee. 
Discussions of E.O.P. lasted al-
most two hours with only a slight 
gain of better understanding of 
where the administration stands 
in the backing of this program. 
Geller Picked JFor Post; 
Traffic Board Set Up 
by Chris Flatley 
Bruce Geller, a Junior History be available. Once this measure 
major, was elected by Student is fully approved, any dorm 
Congress as the new member of which demonstrates the existence 
the Library Committee. When of a strong and working House 
asked if he had any plans for Government can submit an ap-
changes in the library system, plication for Liquor and Inter-
Mr. Geller spoke about the neces- visitation. 
sity for the Committee to press Proposed plans for a new dorm 
for an increased library allot- are still in the making, but it has 
ment in the budget. He also been sµggested that some Student 
feels that much money is present-· Congress members help to look 
ly being wasted and wants to at, evaluate and feed back as to 
clean up such ineptitude. the type of dorm desired. As it 
Next week, the decision of the stands now, the plans call for an 
Board of Trustees dealing with apartment situation housing ap-
Liquor and Intervisitation will proximately 400 students. It is to 
Presently under consideration 
by Women's Governing Board is 
a possible system for the separa-
tion of its legislative and judicial 
functions. This system would be 
in correlation with the proposed 
Judicial Code in that the present 
WGB would be reorganized as 
women's Judicial Board (WJB). 
This board would be only con-
cerned with judicial functions, 
such as hearing cases and ap-
peals. WJB would be an elected 
board made up of ten members. -------------- be paid for by the Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare. There might also be a consul-
tant board comprised of execu-
tive officers of House Councils 
to be called House Council As-
sociation. These members might 
be elected by the individual 
houses to this association. There 
might be a non-voting member of 
WJB on HCA in order to facili-
tate communication. HCA, the 
consultant board, might be 
enabled to suggest legislation to 
Student Congress through a rep-
resentative as all other campus 
organizations. When a proposal 
which pertains to women is un-
der consideration by Student 
Congress, it might be referred to 
HCA for further facts and opin-
ions then to be returned to Con-
gress for vote. 
This system would provide a 
necessary solution to the prob-
lem of the separation of legisla-
tive and judicial powers. In ad-
dition, it would improve com-
munication between the law-
making body-Student Congress, 
the judicial body of WJB, and the 
individual houses which are most 
directly affected by these mat-
ters. 
There are two new members 
on WGB this semester, Esther 
Gibbs, judicial secretary, and 
Jackie Hill, treasurer. The board 
is now also studying the rela-
tionship of scholastic standing 
to social standing as applicable 
to the validity of using cumula-
tive indexes to determine key 
privileges. 
A Traffic Board has been 
chosen by the Executive Com-
mittee to help clear up matters 
as parking spaces, parking stick-
ers, costs and other relevant 
problems. 
IFC is sponsoring a Blood 
Drive from 10 a.m.-3:45 p.m. on 
Tuesday, February 25 in the 
Union. The last drive was highly 
successful and all are urged to 
help. 
A Dance is being held Friday 
and Saturday nights for support 
of the Biafra Fund. Admission is 
free with an ID card and contri-
butions will be gratefully ac-
cepted. 
Price 15 Cents 
Herlberit Give§ IP:irovosit 
Demands in Demonstt:iraitiollll 
Approximately fifty students 
demonstrated in front of the ad-
ministration building Tuesday to 
show their support of five Afro-
American Society proposals. The 
demonstration was an S.D.S. 
function showing outside sup-
port. 
Benne Herbert met with Pro-
vost Davies and presented him 
with the proposals. The five 
proposals were: 
1. An increase in the number 
of black students. 
2. Hiring of black faculty . 
3. Hiring of a black adminis-
trator whose job would in-
volve advising· black stu-
dents and co-ordinating a 
Black Studies Program. 
4. Courses pertaining to blacks. 
5. A summer program for 
E.0.P. participants. 
The Provost declined the first 
proposal to increase the number 
of black students but added that 
some work has been done con-
cerning the hiring of a black 
faculty. He noted that at this 
time he could not commit him-
self to allocating funds for any 
of the proposals. A Black Studies 
major is not possible for 1969 
but it may be possible to have 
courses in this area. 
The Afro-American Society al-
leged that the President does 
not want to hire a black ad-
ministrator solely for the pur-
pose of working on a Black 
Studies Program. They also feel, 
as a result of the Administra-
tive Forum, there is a definite 
lack of student priorities as com-
pared with the physical priori-
ties. 
Cayugan Will Not 
Appear Till July · 
J Curriculum Groups 
Making Progress 
by Fran Chertoff 
The Cayugan, Ithaca College's 
yearbook, will be wearing a new 
look in 1969. Rather than dis-
tribute yearbooks this spring, as 
has been the custom, The Cayu-
gan will not be available to stu-
dents until mid-summer. A con-
versation with Diane Prasisto, 
this year's Editor-in-Chief, attests 
to this sudden change. Instead of 
going to press during March, as 
usual, the Cayugan staff and 
faculty advisors have decided to 
publish a complete yearbook. As 
such the 1969 Cayugan will con-
tain 'coverage over many of the 
spring term events normally not 
included. Such occasions as 
Spring Weekend, graduation and 
many spring sports will now be 
part of the yearbook. In addi-
tion, this year's yearbook will 
serve a double purpose - it will 
be a composite of all of this 
years' experiences as well as a 
linkage with the occurrences of 
last years, such as graduation. 
Scheduled to go to print ap-
proximately 10 days after gradu-
ation, the tentative mailing date 
for the Cayugan is July 15. Avail-
able to all students who have 
paid their general fees, copies 
may be picked up during Septem-
ber registration by all returning 
students. Seniors and Junior 
Physical Therapy majors will 
have their copies sent to their 
book, the Cayugan is attempting 
a different type of yearbook. Em-
phasis will be on a- more personal 
book, with more writing, more 
explanation and more color pic-
tures. School organizations and 
Greeks have all been urged to 
contribute articles about their 
goals and activities. 
Planning for the present year-
book began last spring, and the 
present staff is currently search-
ing for the editor of the 1970 
book. As of now, the sections on 
seniors, clubs and Greeks are 
finished, with only faculty, intro-
duction and spring happenings 
to be included. The yearbook has 
been the product of a small staff 
(approximately 20 students), who 
have all worked very closely to-
gether. All new ideas and help 
are always welcomed. Remem-
ber, the work for the 1970 year-
book will begin around April -
don't wait until September to 
join in; now is the time for new 
ideas. 
by Joyce Babushkin 
One of the reforms which has 
perhaps "more potential than 
anything else" on this campus is 
the formation of the curriculum 
committees. Initiated by Student 
Body President Danny Karson, 
the resolution for the organiza-
tion of these committees enables 
students to attend meetings of 
the academic departments. The 
major goal of this innovation is 
to improve the curricula in the 
various departments of the 
school. Students have the oppor-
tunity of expressing their ideas 
for improvement in areas such 
as electives, courses offered, 
general requirements for courses, 
and alternative methods of 
study. 
Although the curriculum com-
mittees are in a formative stage, 
it is hoped that they will effect 
certain improvements in the 
present curricula. More time 
must be spent on seeing that a 
good education is provided in all 
departments, and that the educa-
tional objectives of the school 
are fulfilled. Course require-
ments must be reviewed and 
made reasonable. 
There are presently ~culum 
committees in the schools of 
Arts and Sciences, Health and 
Physical Education, and Music. 
Since the school of Arts and 
Sciences is the largest, there are 
two students who attend and 
vote at its meetings. The depart-
ments of the Arts and Sciences 
Curriculum Committee include 
Political Science, Business Ad-
ministration, Radio-T.V., Social 
Relations, English, Speech, Physi-
cal Therapy, and Languages. 
Each committee works inde-
pendently of the others, and has 
its own method of establishing 
student attendance. 
The Administration is not con-
nected with the Curriculum Com-
mittee, and although there has 
been no official reaction, the Ad-
ministration seems to be recep-
tive to the idea of their forma-
tion. The faculty is in favor of 
these committees. 
Although there have been no 
immediately visible changes since 
the organization of the commit-
tees, the fact that there is a cer-
tain "heat being created" is a 
favorable sign of future success. 
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Capraro Announces 
Major Changes in 
Orientation Week 
Tom Capraro, Chairman of 
Orientation '69, has reported 
several major changes to occur 
in this year's orientation pro-
gram. Some of the changes con-
~ist of: (a) no group or organiza-
tion will be allowed to solicit 
items in front of the Student 
Union building during Orienta-
tion, (b) upperclassmen will not 
be allowed to return to campus 
until 1 p.m. on Tuesday, Septem-
ber 2, to give the Orientation 
Committee more time with this 
vear's incoming freshmen, (c) 
dormitory advisors will be in-
corporated as Orientation coun-
selors, and (d) a separate pro-
gram will be administered for 
transfer students. 
Several other suggestions have 
been proposed, now being con-
sidered by the Steering Commit-
tee. Among these ideas are: ask-
ing freshmen to read a book over 
the summer, and holding a forum 
on the book, possibly led by the 
book's author; re-instating Kan-
g3.roo Court; providing recrea-
tional equipment, i.e. volleyball 
standards and nets, softballs and 
bats, etc., for use by the fresh-
men during the daytime hours; 
and an academic fair, acquaint-
ing freshmen with the various 
groups and organizations on cam-
pus. 
Tom also reports that all mem-
bers of the administration have 
been most helpful in suggesting 
new activities and in offering 
their assistance. An open letter 
is being sent to all faculty mem-
bers, asking for their assistance, 
opinions, ideas, and participation 
in this year's program. The open 
letter is being sent because the 
ALLES MARKET 
SYNTHIA ALLES, Prop. 
114 N. Cayuga St. 
273-3140 Ithaca, N.Y. 
For the Only Complete 
Grocery & Meat Market in 
Downtown Ithaca 
WU'irt~caO 
A~ Glasses ~~ and Contact 
Lenses Fitted 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
272-0994 
HOURS: 
9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
li>A Tli"IERSON'S 
l§j;ill 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
<> 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
JFU§A Relates Goals 
by Mac Bigelow 
The organization of FUSA be-
gan last summer spurred par-
tially by the efforts of Peter 
Orville, an I.e. student, and other 
interested students, faculty, and 
administrators. One of the pur-
poses of FUSA is to offer courses 
in various areas of social action 
which are not offered in I.C.'s 
curriculum. Also, FUSA offers 
interdisciplinary and workshop 
courses. In these courses - free 
of charge and taught by faculty, 
students, and administrators -
FUSA hopes to break down _the 
traditional barriers between the 
students and their faculty and 
administration. 
Reaction to FUSA has been ex-
cellent! Virtually all personnel 
who were asked to leach a FUSA 
course agreed to do so. Student 
participation has been good and 
enthusiastic. Through an agree-
ment with the Ithaca Neighbor-
hood Center, FUSA courses are 
now open to townspeople as well 
as to Ithaca College students. 
Steering Committee realizes that 
a wealth of information lies in 
the faculty and this letter will 
more than likely bring out the 
interested members of the fac-
ulty, 
Tom also reported that, of the 
250 applications that were taken 
from the information rack in 
the Union lobby, only about 60 
During the first semester, 10 
courses were offered and quite 
well attended. This semester 19 
courses are available and about 
210 students and 90 residents of 
Ithaca are attending the courses. 
The courses offered include such 
subjects as: Science Fiction; 
Freedom, Morality, and the Pub-
lic; The Plays of Arthur Miller; 
Basic Coking; W<>rks of Norman 
Mailer; Bases for Making Ethical 
Decisions; Guerilla Theatre; Ear-
ly Jazz; Writings of N. Kazanza-
kis; Revolutionary consciousness 
in Cuba and America; Health 
Without Pills Through Yoga; 
Avant-Garde Music Workshop; 
Fiction Writers Workshop; Radi-
cal Political Thought; Introduc-
tion to Art; and several others, 
all taught by competent members 
of either the student body, facul-
ty, administr_ation, or residents 
of Ithaca. 
No formal registration is need-
ed to join a course; however, 
FUSA would like to know of 
those who are interested in par-
ticipating in the program in any 
way. One may reach FUSA by ad-
dressing a note to Box L-21, 
Ithaca College. A $2.00 registra-
tion fee is requested to cover 
daily expenses of operating 
FUSA; but, this fee is NOT MAN-
DATORY! 
Besides academic courses, FU-
SA now sponsors: a series of 
high-quality films presented oµ 
various Sunday nights this semes-· 
have been returned. All applica- ter in the Union recreation room; 
Seminar Planned 
On Thursday for 
Business Careers 
The first of a series of con-
ferences in various career fields 
will be held on February 27, in 
B-101 at 8:00 p.m. This confer-
ence is designed to assist stu-
dents in the consideration of 
accounting and business adminis-
tration as career fields and as a 
choice for a major. 
The meeting, sponsored by the 
Ithaca College chapter of Delta 
Sigma Pi, international business 
fraternity, and Services for 
Career Plans, will be moderated 
by Professor Harold I. Hinkel-
man, Chairman of the Depart-
ments of Accounting and Busi-
ness Administration at Ithaca 
College. 
Speakers will be Mr. Robert 
J. Symon, Partner of Arthur 
Anderson & Company, Public 
Accountants; Dean William J. 
Heffernan, Director of M.B.A., 
Admissions for the Graduate 
School of Business at Columbia 
University; and Mr. Lyman E. 
Miller, Manager of General and 
Tax Accounting for General Elec-
tric Company. 
Topics to be discussed will in-
clude the question of careers 
leading to the C.P.A., admission 
to graduate study in Business, 
and the value of the M.B.A. de-
gree. In addition, questions re-
garding employment in the busi-
ness world, and in government 
will be discussed, as well as the 
roll of the accountant in private 
industry and in government. 
The meeting is open to all in-
terested persons, both students 
and faculty, as well as the gen-
eral public. 
Psychology· Majors Meet 
For Cur'Yiculum Reforms 
by Nancy Cronin j 
A meeting for psychology research and finds a teacher to 
majors to discuss the new cur- supervise the research, he would 
rieulum and the independent write up a proposal to turn into 
study program was held on Tues- the board. The board would de. 
day, February 11. The purpose cide whether the topic is worth 
of the curriculum reform is to al- research and how many credits 
low a greater amount of elected would be given. Next semester 
courses as additional material. there is an independent course 
Next semester a broader choice offered on computers which wilJ 
non-major subjects. In courses help in graduate work. 
required by the department it-
self, abnormal or personality 
psychology fill the requirement 
but the other can be picked up as 
an elective. A seminar course is 
being offered in the areas of 
motivation and developmental 
psychology to be held in smaller 
groups and on a more. intimate 
basis. 
A discussion was held on the 
development of a general psy-
Pageant Seeks 
Contestants 
The search is on! The Ithaca 
College Committee for Miss 
Chemung Valley is looking for 
young ladies to participate in the 
Miss Chemung Valley Pageant. 
chology course for freshmen ma- To qualify for Miss Chemung 
jors and non-majors. Dr. Eric Valley a girl must be between 
Graf, chairman of the Social Re- the ages of 18-28 and single. She 
lations Department, and 0ther does not have to be a resident 
members of the psychology facul-
ty said they felt that this would of New York state or an amateUI 
not be beneficial and that it had to enter the competition. 
no purpose, but could be used to Miss Chemung Valley receives 
tie the curriculum together. They a $200 scholarship, $200 ward. 
noted that it had been tried pre- robe, an all expenses paid trip 
viously and had come to nothing. 
The idea of a Psychology Club to the Miss New York State final, 
was proposed as an alternative to plus many other benefits. 
introducing freshmen to the The first step on the road to 
psychology program. The seniors Miss Chemung Valley is an audi-
would gather the freshmen in a tion tea. All applicants will ap-
club and explain the psychology 
pear in Elmira on Sunday, :\farch progralll. A similar program was 
tried this year on a limited basis 2, for a brief interview and 
and a study into the prospective talent presentation. The judges· 
club will be made. select 15 young ladies at the tea 
A independent study program for the Miss Chemung Valley 
was introduced. If a student has Pageant. 
an idea which he would like to Because of scheduling difficul-
tions must be turned in by Fri- a special Television show this 
day, February 28. At present, semester concerning the opera-
there is a shortage of male ap- tion and functions of FUSA; and 
plicants. Anyone who wishes to a committee to change I.C.'s cur-
apply for the position of Orien- riculum (composed of students, 
tation Counselor, but was unable faculty, and administration) 
to pick up an application, is presently accomplishing curricu- .-
--------------
- ties, the Miss Chemung Valley 1 
Pageant will not be held at 
Ithaca College as announced pre. 
viously. The pageant will be 
staged on Saturday evening, 
March 29, at 8 p.m. at the Thomas 
A. Edison High School in Elmin 
Heights. 
urged to submit, on a plain sheet lum reform. I Offer good 'til Feb. 21 - One per Order I 
of paper, his name, year, index, For the future, FUSA plans: 
major, why he wishes to be a weekend retreats open to all and I 
counselor, and any valid sugges- for the purpose of thought and I 
tions he may have to offer. The discussion, perhaps on one speci- I 
applications should be mailed to 
fie theme; a weekly T.V. show; 
Tom Capraro, Orientation Com- an in-depth course-guide to I 
mittee, Box L-27. 
FUSA's courses; a political party B 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
of its own; and a period of inde-
pendent study at I.C. during this I 
, 
PHONE 272 - 2111 spring vacation using campus 
dorm facilities. 
I Good only when redeemed at store. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-· 
··. -The application deadline il! 
March 1. For further information 
on Miss Chemung Valley write
1 to Miss America, Box E-18 011 
contact Joe Bogardus at 273-2146' 
H & H Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
~ -~iSrffe  
The • 
SPECIALIZING IN 
ITALIAN FOOD 
NEW ITALIAN COOK 
Featuring 
Gnocchi 
Pasta Fa:a:olle 
Take Route 13 
Cor. Third & Madison 
.r.. 
-----
~.1,,..--=-~-.-.. --~ x,..:.·-·-----~--.. ···--=---···---·"i'--=~~--. - .. :, .. 
OWNED & OPERATED BY DRYDEN RADIO & T.V. SVCE. CO. 
LAFAYETTE ~/AIIDO@ 
ELECTRONICS 
"ASSOC. 
STORE" 
'9 
MOTOROLA 
COLOR TELEVISION 
LARGE DISPLAY of TV - PORT ABLES - STEREOS 
"Your Electronics Supermarket" 
- OVER 10,000 PARTS IN STOCK-
YOUR DISCOUNTS - "Make Your Dollar Go Farther'' ~~ 1300 ITHACA•DRVDEN RD. RTE!'366 , TO N.V.5. ELEC. 
i~ C.. GAS CORP. r [ ~73-8 7 fJ BUILDING L _____ ::==::;=;;=:-=-=- :) 
['-½ -~:~~-~-- -- ROUT~-~-~.------ ----~:~:~A.· ~N._ . j 
IHJANSEN1S l Mobilj SERVICE 
::5 r 
EXPERT REPAIRS 
Mufflers - Tune-ups - Tires 
Road Service 
FREE PICKUP AND DalVERY 
VISA Cards Honored 
540 W. State (Cor. Meadow) 272-4948 
MYSTERIOUS 
GRAB BAG SAT. 
CHECK AD PG. 5 
.. ~~~~~~~ 
~~~\\\\~~ 
ITHACA FLOOR 
COVERING 
O Lee's Carpets 
O Floor Covering 
$ Paints 
Factory Trained Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272-5696 
407 Taughannock Blvd. 
When It Comes to Service ... 
For your high performance and Sports Cars, see Whitey 
Bennett and Jack Paveling at Ithaca Imports, 
The one place in town that offers COMPLETE SERVICE 
AND PARTS DEPT. for all Foreign Cars or Sports Cars, 
OPEN SATURDAYS 'TIL 5 P.M. 
ITHACA IMPORTS 
1020 Tripland Terrace 273-1785 
Just off Triphammer ~oad 
FUN WORKING IN EUROPE 
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get paid, -travel, meet-i,,P~f: 
SUMMER and-YEAR ROUND. 20 countries, 9 paying r-b id!D8 
gories offered. For FREE cultural program literature JD<:ff [illell 
details and applications, write: "ISTC admissions. 866 . 
Nations Pia::tz New York, N.Y. A Non-Profit Student Melll bershlp Org atlon. 
D'Elia and Yerkes 
Featured On 
WICB-TV Program 
by Bill Onderchain 
Bill and Bill entertain every 
Thursday on WICB-TV. 
Vergiu <Cornea Heads 
I. Co J])ance <Company 
by Chris Angle 
The Cornea Dance Company, 
initiated "to meet the increasing 
need of Ithaca College students 
for professional dance experi-
ence," has planned several con-
certs for this semester. Their 
first performance of the year, a 
, Biafran benefit recital, was held 
on February 8, at the State Uni-
versity of Agriculture and Tech-
nology at Delhi, New York. From 
February 20 to February 22 the 
Company will present a series 
of programs at the Performing 
Arts Building. The final sched-
uled performance, also a Biafran 
benefit recital, wiII be given 
March 29, at the Theresa L. Kauf-
mann Concert HaII, in New York 
City. 
ior design, and dance. The Ger-
man Ministry of Culture has pre-
sented him with the title of 
Master. He was the first Euro-
pean dancer to be invited by the 
United States Information Center 
to tour West Germany after the 
second World War. Mr. Cornea is 
an experienced baUet master, 
choreographer, and modern 
dance soloist. 
The Dance Company hopes to 
increase the number of programs 
in the following years to allow 
its members to receive more pro-
fessional dance experience. 
Simulcast 011' 
Rock Starts 
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!BARN IETll"'S 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272 - 9881 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
It begins every Thursday night 
with the awkward sounds of 
"Bali Bali Hoop Di Ay" emanat-
ing from the TV screen. Pies are 
flung from one side of the set to 
the other: vaudeville revisited. 
The show is hosted by two Ithaca 
College students, Bill D'Elia and 
Bill Yerkes. Combined they mod-
ernize the comedy of Laurel and 
Hardy, Abbott and Costello, The 
Thrrc Stooges. "The show's for 
kids," explains Bill D'Elia, "we 
want them to laugh along with 
the kind of comedy we grew up 
seeing in the movies and on TV. 
No meaning behind our humor, 
just fun for fun's sake. Every 
kid wants to live in a Clubhouse _____________ _ 
Vergiu Cornea, who founded 
the Company in 1967, has been 
an assistant professor of drama by Rich Newberg at one time or another, we give 
them the opportunity to come in-
to ours each week and have some 
fun with us." Thus the premise 
for "The Clubhouse with Bill and 
Bill" seen each week on WICB-
TV, channel 2, at 6:30. The show 
is patterned a la Soupy Sales. 
The show begins with the two 
songfully introducing the pro-
gram. There's the secret knock at 
the door, the secret password, 
and in walks the third character, 
Lance Wheeler of I.C. in the 
form of their nutty 'next door 
neighbor, or Phinias Q. Figge the 
world's greatest magician, or 
the Swami Siss Boom Bami, or 
anybody else for that matter. 
Conflict for the boys. The kids 
laugh as they go through their 
bit. They wait for the pie, no one 
leaves the Clubhouse without a 
pie in the face. Then into a song 
and a cartoon story ·especially for 
the younger kids. Another bit, 
another pie, and into the closing 
"Bali Bali Hoop Di Ay." In the 
TV control room, Charlie Boyer, 
Director, tries to follow the script 
that Bill and Bill have written 
themselves. The boys don't fol-
low. They add lines and change 
it around, the cameramen and 
crew laugh and clap along. It's 
funnier that way. Charlie gets 
frantic, perseveres the extra 
antics and laughs along as he 
calls the shots. It's hard work for 
all inrnlved but the final product 
is a joy and worthwhile watch-
ing - for kids of all ages. But 
this is only the beginning of 
Thursday nights entertainment 
on Ithaca's only local TV station. 
Next week: "Spotlight." 
Blow Yourself 
Up TO POSTER SIZE 2 ft. X 3 ft. 
Send any Bloc~ and Whito or Color 
Photo, ols.o any newspaper or maga• 
1ir.o photo. We will send you a 2 ft. x 
3 ft. BLO.UP •.• pcrloct POP ART poster. 
A S25 
value for 
3 ft. x 4 ft. Bio-Up . • , •.•• $7.50 
Photo Jigsaw Puzzle SJSO 
1 ft. X 1 ½ ft. 
Sar,,! any Ba W or col.or photo. Mo1lod 
1., 40 t'O\y to anomb1o p1cce1.. 
Your original photo returned undam• 
cgod. Add SOc pos.togo and handlin9 
for EACH itom ordered. Sond check 
ar M.O. (No C.O.D.) ta: 
PHOTO POSTER, INC Dept. C 528 
210 E. 23rd St .. Hew York, H.Y. IOU 10 
Budget Committee 
Now Reviewing 
Student Budgets 
by Maureen Blanchfield 
at I.C. since 1957. He is the Midnight last Sunday marked 
artistic director and choreog- the beginning of WICB Al\I & FM 
rapher of the Company. Mr. simulcast. This means Rock music 
Cornea, a native of Rumania, has from midnight till 2.00 a.m. 
had much experience in the field seven days a week. The shows 
of dance. He has received diplo- are produced in the WICB Al\I 
mas in stage architecture, inter- studio and "piped" into the FM 
A Budget Review Committee an appeal may be made to the system. 
has been formed to utilize the Budget Committee. The commit- Under the broad category of 
power and freedom of money in tee will then submit budgets to "Rock" are three distinct WICE 
the best possible manner for the Treasurer of the Coilege. sounds. From Sunday through 
student organizations and to By reviewing the budgets of Thursday, the "Drake" format 
dimin.ish presently existing prob- student organizations, the com- "puts down those heavy sounds 
lems. Introduced by Leland mittee hopes to lessen duplication in CoIIege Town!" Friday eve-
Spangler, Director of the Egbert in programs and to centralize ning, from 11.00 p.m.-2.00 a.m., 
Union, the Budget Review Com- planning of activities. It is pos- Beard takes you on a magical 
mittee is composed of five other sibl~ that organizations could mystery tour through his world 
members, including Janet Car- pool resources, for better speak- on the "Inside." Saturday night 
penter, Richard Fuiler, Peter ers. it's "acid rock" with Bruce, on 
Orville, Dan Karson and Dean of Powers and control are inher- "The Experiment." The sound of 
Students John Brown. The ent in the committee's function- the good life continu,es ... 
committee serves as a liaison be- ing, but communications are al- For a free WICB program 
tween organizations and the ways open and budgets may be schedule send a post card 
Treasurer's office obtaining a defended. This new committee through inter-campus mail to: 
realistic budget to get. the most could be a unifying factor for WICB FM 
value for all. students and their group interests Schedule 
The committee allows ·students and it is hoped that organiza- Performing Arts Building 
t b · 1 d · tions will learn a uniform and Be sure and include your own 
0~ st:;::~ ::ien~:dt~::;:t:e~~~~ proper method of drafting a bud- address! 
a list of 37 student organizations; ~g_e_t·-------------------------~ 
Mr. Spangler feels that student 
activity budgets are padded and 
that the committee will help to 
reduce the padding and use extra 
money in beneficial ways for the 
students. 
Memorandums were sent to all 
known student organizations on 
campus asking for projected bud-
gets for the school year 1969-
1970. Since receiving these bud-
get requests, the committee has 
been making recommendations 
for expenditures. If the individual 
organizations · are not satisfied, 
CLOVER CLUB 
·~ .. 11111 . 
,.~·,. 
~;t ' 
... ,...,. 
;cf! 
Watches 
Keepsake Diamond Rings 
Birthstone Rings 
Costume Jewelry 
Ithaca College School Rings 
All beautifully gift wrapped. 
4 
. <cJ'MnlktJJanune.t·s 11-~~ AltmaR,&Green . ~?-
csw-JJo.maJewelers --
c.A II~ g~fed sOOM. /44 e_gtal8 gueet •t.A,CJ).2.-/8/0° 
Don't get caught in a bind. 
It's a good feeling to have confidence in your ski equip-
ment. But overconfidence can be disastrous. For ex-
ample, even the best release bindings are not necessarily 
foolproof for an entire season. Bindings are delicate me-
chanical devices and can easily fall out of adjustment 
-from ordinary stresses, extreme temperatures and 
the corrosive effects of rock-salt spray while they travel 
exposed on your ski rack. 
So always check your bindings at the start of each 
skiing day. A simple method is to put the left foot in the 
binding and kick it out briskly with the heel of the right 
boot. Then, take off the left ski and repeat the process 
with the right one. If the releases don't function easily, 
they need readjustment. 
Remember: There's nothing as dangerous as a safety 
binding that doesn't work. 
For the most reliable reports on ski conditions in the East 
listen to "Ski Reports by Roxy" with Roxy Rothafel, the voic~ 
of skiing. On WFBL Radio 1390 in Syracuse-and on other 
stations throughout the Northeast. 
Sch:ic!rr 8rewcr,c5, New York :inj Alt.Jny, N Y, B,11t,r-:rc. MJ 
..7"fj;Jr 
356 ELMIRA RD. f WAREHOUSE DANCING 
every night 
0 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
3 shows - 1 O, 11, 12 
0 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
I 
i 
t 
I 
+ T ; 
t 
Admission $2 
presents 
and 
"ll"lhe Sidewindler .Dam 1Fac1!'ory 
(Sic:Bewinderrs) 
Doors open 8:30 p.m. 
·, 
:•, 
•, 
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JEdlitorials - -
1r1he Big Day 
Tomorrow, more than 200 miles away, a 
group of men will sit down to make a de-
cision that will determine the course of stu-
dent activism on our once too complacent 
campus. 
The men arc the Ithaca College Board of 
Trustees; the issues arc the proposals for 
extended intcrvisitanon and dormitory liquor 
privileges drawn up by the Campus Life Com-
mittee and submitted on behalf of the student 
body. 
These proposals represent the prevalent 
trend on the J.C. campus-the desire to work 
"within the establishment." As last week's 
edition of the Ithacan pointed out, other col-
leges have had to resort to the politics of 
confrontation to obtain student rights. Ithaca. 
College has been far luckier; through due 
process, as tedious and tiring as such chan-
nels may be, student government and the 
C.L.C. has already obtained many of the 
measures desired by students. 
The Ithacan feels the C.L.C. proposals arc 
judicious ones. Their biggest asset is the 
inclusion for consideration of individual rights. 
We feel, as docs the C.L.C., that Ithaca Col-
lege students have earned, and indeed deserve, 
extended intervisitation and dormitory liquor 
privileges. 
\Ve support the intervisitation extension 
proposal because there is no place on campus 
for two or more people to meet privately, a 
situation insolvable in the communal living 
implied by college life. We support the dormi-
tory liquor privileges proposal because it will 
legalize a situation that is presently existing-
de facto. 
The students of Ithaca College are anxious-
ly awaiting the Board's decision. \Ve hope it 
will reflect the trust we have given to them 
by working within the Establishment rather 
than outside of it. 
While We Eat 0 0 0 
In Spring, 1966, Lt. Col. Odumegu Ojubyu, 
proclaimed the independence of the Ibo tnbe 
from Nigeria, and named the independent Re-
public of Biafra. Since then, the strategy of 
Nigeria has been "to starve the rebellious 
Easterners out of their newly proclaimed 
Biafra." Civil war, however, still exists in 
Nigeria, and everyday, the tragedies of ~ar 
have taken their toll in sicknesses, destruction, 
and starvation. The children of the war have 
suffered. 
the recital will be g-ivcn to the Albert Schweit-
zer Memorial Fund to help reduce the suffer-
ing in Biafra. 
In order to alleviate the too-well known 
picture of starving Biafran · children, Ithaca 
College Dance Company is holding a Biafran 
Benefit Recital tonight and tomorrow night. 
Technically, the admission is free to J.C. stu-
dents, faculty, and staff members. However, 
contributions are welcome. The proceeds from 
Biafra has passed in and out of the head-
lines for the past two years. Biafran money-
raising campaigns have been initiated around 
the world to help give the much-needed food 
and medical attention. \Ve often complain 
that there is too much talking and not enough 
action in favor of such international causes as 
poverty and suffering. We have now on cam-
pus the opportunity to contribute a well-
publicized and worthy cause. How many of 
us will take this opportunity to substitute 
money for words and to help destroy the idea 
that "1,000 Biafrans starve to death everyday 
while we eat." 
letters to the Editor 
Editor: 
May I compliment the editors 
of the Ithacan for the excellent 
edition of February 14. Many 
well-written and provocative 
articles made this issue especially 
rewarding. However, in light of 
the overall tone of the paper, I 
found Mr. Berman's proposal 
('·It's Time for a Change") short-
sighted. Ithaca College has limit~ 
ed resources, needs to diversify 
its student body and must be con-
cerned foremost in improving its 
academic (not athletic) image. 
What little scholarship money 
is available should be used to 
further these goals, rather than 
to entice athletes to matriculate 
at Ithaca College. 
Perhaps a new scheduling and 
recruiting philosophy congruent 
with these goals makes sense. 
May I propose competing against 
schools who do little or no re-
cruiting of athletes and consider 
athletics as a tangential benefit 
to their academic goals. Such a 
change would assume that Ithaca 
College athletic practice sessions 
commence after 4:30 p.m. (so as 
not to conflict with any student's 
academic program) and that, for 
example, a chemistry professor 
be as important in recruiting the 
student-athlete as the gymnastic's 
coach! However, this does not de-
fend the complacent coach who 
fails to teach his sport well or 
U.IP.B. 
C.u».S. Hie Hhacan .. 
instill the necessary qualities of 
success in the athletes he leads. 
Alex M. Warren 
Karson Comments 
Editor: 
I was glad to see an issue of 
the Ithacan devoted to student 
unrest and the intellectual revo-
lution across the country. But I 
was distressed to note the con-
spicuous absence of appropriate 
coverage of changes at Ithaca Col-
lege. Indeed the issue implied 
that what was being accomplished 
was to the credit of a few inter-
ested groups, and not the organi-
zation that has been the principle 
stimulus for meaningful and de-
sirable cll,ange, the Student Gov-
ernment. 
The article on Student Con-
gress glosses over the work of 
Student Government as a whole. 
This year Student Government 
has done more to open the chan-
nels of communication and 
achieve genuine reform than 
any other group on campus. 
initiative, every academic depart-
:ncnt on campus seat students as 
participants at meetings that dis-
~uss curriculum and policy. Sub-
;cquently nine departments 
formed such committees. 
Concerning the topic of change 
md revolution on college cam-
puses, I would like to make the 
position of the Student Govern-
ment clear, (which the much 
edited and misquoted interview 
with me does not). 
Change, despite , the hurry 
many people are in today, and 
despite the trite accusations of 
"red tape," is a slow process. But 
it is slow for an important rea-
;on. Before it is effected it re-
quires the consent and accep-
tance of all groups involved. AJ3 
John Stuart Mill said, we have 
the right to convince, not coerce. 
And as Lindblom points out, 
change is based on political, not 
intellectual merit. 
The columns written by Mr. 
Budin and Mr. Hauser reflect 
the kind of short-sighted and 
naive attitudes which David 
Riesman has referred to as the 
standards of "absolute morality" 
which a lack of diverse human 
experience creates. Similarly 
some of the people Mr. Russell 
interviewed equate change, that 
is change for the better, with 
change that reflects their opin-
ions only. 
Revolution, history has shown 
us, rarely, if ever, benefits those 
it purports to defend. Before we 
engage in one, before we rush 
to its banner, we had better be 
certain that what we are op-
posing is absolute tyranny. 
Working "outside the system" 
was another popular term in the 
Ithacan last week. What have the 
participants of confrontation 
politics really accomplished? -
polarized points of view which 
neither side will compromise for 
fear of losing prestige or face. 
Open covenants openly but peace-
fully arrived at still provide the 
formula for acceptable change, 
When we pass the point of rea-
son, Arthur Schlesinger says, we 
turn society over to those who 
employ ruthless force. 
Schlesinger also says that we 
live in a system of choice, not 
perfection. This is a useful 
thought to keep employed. We all 
know to what extremes we can 
hurl ourselves. But the words of 
Thucycides are provoking: "The 
greatest exertion of power is its 
restraint." 
We have not failed working 
within the system. An Ithacan 
devoted to Student Government, 
its successes, failures, problems 
and potential might be a service 
to a_ student body interested· in 
change. After all change, as 
Bertrand Russell once said, is the 
hope of the world. 
Daniel Karson 
Galaska Expresses Concern 
Editor: 
HONG KONG - The Chinese Communists are bcliend to 
have seized three Hong Kong yachts bound for Macao wnh 15 
persons on board, including four Americans. Hong Kong authori-
ties said they had received unconfirmed reports that the three 
yachts were being towed by junks. 
NEW YORK - One third of 300,000 men who annually were 
once considered mentally unfit for military service have been 
inducted and found to do at least as well as other soldiers, the 
Defense Department said. The passing grade on the prcin<luc-
tions mental examination was lowered to permit about 100,00) 
of the 300,000 men who fail the test each year to enter all four 
branches of the service. 
DURHAM, N.C. - Duk~· University, the scene ·of recent 
student disorders, agreed to establish a black studies prop;ram 
and to let Negro students have their own dormitory next fall. 
No other major Southern university is believe<} to have a black 
studies program. 
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. - The Union Oil Co. has reported 
that a new leak at its offshore well site may be pouring as much 
as 2,000 gallons of oil into the Pacific Ocean. The first leak 
spewed more than 230,000 gallons, creating a sli.ck that once 
reached 800 square miles. The new leak has formed a slick 2 
miles long and 30 to 40 feet wide. 
WASHINGTON - Oil companies have been made responsi-
ble for pollution caused by their offshore wells, whether or not 
they are proved at fault. Sec. of the Interior Walter J. Hickel 
amended Federal oil regulations in the first major government 
action since a slick fouled beaches and killed wildlife off Santa 
Barbara, Calif. 
LIMA, Peru - Peru signed her first trade agreement with 
the Soviet Union, breaking her tradition of economic dependence 
on the United States. The action further damaged relations with 
this country, already strained by Peru's expropriation of an 
American owned oil company. 
WASHINGTON - The United States has advised the Cana-
dian Government that its intention to explore the possibility of 
diplomatic ties with Communist China could endanger the inter-
national position of the Nationalist Chinese Government on 
Taiwan. 
NEW ORLEANS - A University of Kansas pathologist testi-
fied at the Clay Shaw trial that photographic evidence of Presi-
dent Kennedy's assassination was "compatible" with the fatal 
shot being fired from the front. Over reported objections, Dr. 
John M. Nichols gave his interpretation of the home movie of 
Kennedy's assassination in Dallas more than 5 years ago. His 
testimony contradicted an FBI photographic expert who said 
the evidence indicated Kennedy was shot from behind. 
' ANN ARBOR, Mich. - Phi Epsilon Pi fraternity at the Uni-
versity of Michigan will admit 20 girls as members in the fall. 
The girls will live in a seperate wing of the house and the fra-
ternity will hire a married couple to chaperone the house. 
WASHINGTON - Vice President Spiro T. Agnew has been 
assigned a special eight passenger Telatar aircraft - the type 
used by industrialists and the wealthy - for use at will. No 
other vice president has had his own airplane. It will give Ag· 
new the mobility required to oversee his special work in urban 
problems. , 
ALBANY - The State Senate voted 38 to 15 to ban statel 
financial aid to college students convicted of crimes "committed. 
on the premises of any college." The bill which now goes before 
the Assembly, forbids state subsidies for college students con· 
victed of unlawful assembly, aggravated harassment, criminal 
nuisance, "falsely reporting an incident" or "unlawfully posses-
sing noxious material," such as smoke bombs. 
LONG BEACH, Calif. - Sealab 3, the $10 million Navy 
program to train men for underwater living has been suspended 
while doctors try to learn why an aquanaut had a fatal heart 
seizure 610 feet below the surface. 
WASHINGTON - Cuba has agreed to let hijacked United, 
States airliners return with their passengers if the governmen~ 
the airline companies and the pilot agree it is safe and accept 
the responsibility. Passengers have in the past been flown back 
to Miami the next day on propeller driven planes. This w~! 
because Cuban officials contended the takeoff from Jose l'v1artt'! 
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The following matter has been 
of great concern to me and some 
of my colleagues and I wanted 
to share my thinking with them. 
Because of the delicacy of the 
subject I knew I could trust you 
to be discrete, as is your custom, 
in calling attention of faculty to 
these matters without unneces-
sarily arousing the students. 
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disputed this almost unanimously. 
MADISON, Wis. - Disruptions continued at the Uni\·ersiry 
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mit release of some National Guardsmen. 
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In addition, the Student Gov-
ernment took control of student 
organizations' budgets. In the 
field of social regulations, the 
Student Government for the first 
time assured every student that 
his constitutional rights would 
be protected during judicial pro-
ceedings and constructed a new 
judicial code which will make 
student courts more functional, 
impartial and fair. 
But the most important accom-
plishment of the Student Govern-
ment has been ignored. Much 
coverage has been given to the 
curriculum committee in the So-
cial Relations Department. But 
it was not reported that early 
in the fall the Student Govern-
ment submitted a proposal to the 
Education Policies Committee, 
recommending that on student 
Teachers are threatened and 
insecure. The source of this in-
security has been misunderstood 
as the Administration, which of 
course can be annoying at times. 
However, the basic threat comes 
not from above but from below. 
It is those "near humans," the 
students, that pose the problem. 
Our main job is to keep intel-
lectual standards from pollution 2Y the hoi polloi, the uninitiated. 
One way in which we have tradi-
tionally done this is by teaching, 
the theory being that some of the 
masses might meet our neces-
sarily high (PhD, or PhD minus 
dissertation!) standards, but most 
could be weeded out. Lets face 
it, gentlemen, this method has 
proven unsatisfactory; the hours 
are long, the results are meager 
(Continued on page 10) 
PARIS - After four meetings the opposing sides at the Pans 
peace talks have made no progress in breaking the impasse 
After the last sessions Henry Cabot Lodge, the chief United 
States delegate, said: "I don't expect too much to come out 
of these public meetings." This tends to add credibility to 
the reports of secret meetings being held. 
NEW YORK - James Farmer, former chairman of CO~E, 
has accepted the post of Assistant Sec. of Health, Educatton 
and Welfare. In accepting the position he said; "I haven't given 
up the belief that it is possible to make the establishment work 
on behalf of the poor and the blacks." Farmer ran unsuccess· 
fully, as a Republican, for a Brooklyn congressional seat last 
November while supporting Hubert Humphrey. 
WASHINGTON - President Nixon has announced th~t 
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller will make a series of trips to Laon 
America with the aim of improving United States programs~!· 
fecting that area. Rockefeller, who will travel as Nixon's spe~ia 
emissary, will make the first south of the border trip sometnll1 
in April. 
BERLIN - Militant demonstrations may greet Presidenl 
Nixon in West Berlin. Radical students threatened to disrupl 
his visit and also to protest plans to hold the West Germar 
Presidential election in Berlin, March 5. 
C Dl;/i~ ---
/ 
-~mw / µ 
-------
Dean ISroWD'll 
To Condh.acfr 
Sfl'tUJderai S11.11D"vey 
by Linda Garrett 
Dean Johtf Brown and several 
interested faculty and adminis-
trative members are presently 
working on a student survey pro-
ject. The idea for such a study 
arose at a staff meeting, and as 
of yet remains highly unstruc-
tured. Still to be determined are 
the focus of the study and the 
testing instrument best suited to 
the study's needs. It is hoped 
by surveying student attitudes, 
needs, activities, and expecta-
tions, that insights into the direc-
tion Ithaca College should take 
will be revealed. 
THIS WEEKEND 
Head 
for 
Straight 
!the 
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f:soxc.A.R. 
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~· -iil!!i ~~.~- ' .. ~-~ 
Invites you ito climb aboard its 
!FRIDAY NIGHT: Dance and listen to the 
hottest horn sounds around and remember 
IFIRIEIE CIHIAM!P'AGNrE 
fro fi'lhie 
ILMcky Table 
SLJS T R.EMEMBFR-You CAN THINK oF ME 
SATURDAY NIGHT: featuring the 
Versatile Smooth Music of the 
Starlighters 
297 
A.5 ONE OF you! ROYAL PALMS 
209 Dryden Rd. 
272 - 9636 
Tie - Jacket Requested Ph. 273-1312 
Ille Revolutionaries are 
on Colombia Records~ 
1'HIE IRIEVOLUTBONAIRDES ARIE DETONA1'Il~G 
1ilHIIE MARKET WITH !?RDCE SILASIHl~NG VA!LlUJrE$ 
MOST DNCRIEDDBllE [LIP SAIL.IE 
DINJ !RECENT INI.Y. lHIDSTORY 
!HUNDREDS and 
OF LP's MUS1' 
HUNDIRIEDS 
GO! 
. "" 
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<Campus Recruiting IA View From The Riglht 
by Lorin Weigard 
!Tl I \l'.\ --· .. \ Rl'port 011 thl' Party .rnd thl' Gue,rs" :\ Czech 
11llp(l[t, not"' much ;1 s,l!Jrl' as an ;1Ilego1y Thl' symbolism 
1s ,·kml'11t.11 \ .111d dol', 1101 h;n·c much dfrn :l'; a film. 
~ I"R.-\I\I) - "l'orruprion" and "Paym<'nt 111 Blood." !'his 
douhlv hill of "h1gg1es" d,·,t·1, ,., 110 le,, th;111 the ''Sludge 
of the Y,·.1r :\\\',1rd" 
Cl:\J:\1.-\ - "~\\1s, F:1111ily Robinson." Pretty nostagia from 
,,hen \\(' \HTC kids 111 junior high. Still, a nice mm·1e for 
rh.1t :1gl' group or younger. 
TF\IPLE - "Romeo ;111d Juliet." :'\mi 111 irs stcind 11el'k- :\ 
new look :1t rhe tlllll'k~~ Ion• stor\". ( see IH'lo\\') 
ST.-\TE - "The Sr.il111g \loon." Gregory Peck. 11 hum I f111d 
consistently good, in .1 suspen,dul chiller that makes west-
erns put on a Ill'\\' f.1cL'. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
.J.. 
.'i. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
JO. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
1.J.. 
15. 
February 24, 1969 
February 24, 1969 
February 25, 1969 
February 25, 1969 
February 25, 1%9 
February 26, 1969 
February 27, 1969 
February 27, 1969 
February 27, 1969 
February 27, 1969 
February 27, 1969 
February 27, 1969 
February 27, 1969 
February 28, 1969 
February 28, 1969 
West Hill Central School District 
(Syracuse) 2-5 p.m. 
Camp Lenore 
Continenral Insurance Company 
New York State Banking Dept. 
Ramapo Central School-Dist. 2 
( N.Y. 9 a.m. to 12 noon) 
City School District of Fernd:ik, 
1\-lichigan 
Conn. General Insurance Comp;1ny 
Travelers Insurance Company 
Kingston City School ( l p.m. in 
Rm. 205 Ford Hall) 
Medina Central School (N.Y.-2 
p.m.-5 p.m.) 
Sweet Home Schools (Buffalo, N.Y. 
2-5 p.m.) 
Sachem Central School (N.Y. 2-4:30 
p.m) 
Penfield School System ( N.Y.) 
Burroughs \.Velcome & Co. 
Wayne Coun!y School 
by Don Sheldon 
. One of the p_rohlcms f:1ci11g an admini~t_ratiQJl at college, 
\\ h1ch have experienced SL'nous student LIPfl~lllgs s1!ch as I iot, 
1s what to do 1\1th the students who part1c1pated Ill the 1iot 
Should they be pu111shed harshly such as hy expelling thrn1, 0 ; 
~hould thl'y be let off with little or 110 punishment? Rec<·ntlr 
Columbia University dropped all charges against the srudl' 11i~ 
who rio~cd at Columbia last spring. Some people may SL'<' this 
;_1s ~ \\ise and tl'mpcratc _action designed to ~a_se thl' har;I 
lcclings and break the tl'ns1011 between the adm1mstratio11 .ind 
the radical students. Others, my~elf included, sec ir as a "hole. 
sale sellout to the campus radicals which will encourage f11ture 
violence at Columbia and else\\'ht:rc. 
Those sti1dcnts who took part in the rioting com1111ttcd 
criminal acts, seizing and desrroymg college property. Tlw1 ,uc-
cecdcd in disrupting the University to such a degree tli.1 1 it 
\\as forced to close down. The question of whether or nor 1hosc 
students had legitimate grievances againsr the administi ,1tion 
1s irrelevant. Having a grievance or gripe against someone or 
~omcthing doL'S not give anyone a right to commit ct 1111i11,il 
acts against that person or institution. 
"Romeo and Juliet" cnml's across like a spring da~· \\hen 
hlood n111, \\'arm and desires turn to lnvl'. Ir is a most beauti-
ful rendit1011 of the tragic loYe stor~·. a hlend111g of fate a~d 
fcelmgs played against rill' backdrop of rhe blood drenched feud-
ing of t\\'o !amd1cs. :\II the humor that Shakespeare wrote is 
present, rhc subtle punning, rhe nh:ild hurlcsquing,, ;ind the 
heart ,1:um111g la11ghtl'r that accompanic, moonlit 111ghts. The 
Y1oknce is there alw, the hloolh· duels, the drunken brawls, 
the fatc-mlden deaths, all Ycrbafly impied in the manuscripts 
and now unleashed to full intensny on the screen. 
But there 1s magic of a unique ty pc that comes from 
splendid interpretation, 11ell used cmem:1.tic technique, and 
perfect casting for the le;1ds. Leonard \Vhning and Julia Busse 
can play Rorrn:o and Juliet \\ 1th the insight they achieve be-
cause they are ;it the stage of life in which the story pkes place. 
That lusty pursuit of love and life is never so dem:mding, the 
lure of adventure never so pm1erful but ;it this time. America 
is a vcrv youth-oriented nation. But I think that it was so of 
Shakes,;ea-re himself. There's too much celebr;ition of youth 
in his \\ ork for that period to be regarded merely as a changing 
from childrhood into an adult life. It"s a stage of its own, with 
its unique flowering emotions and hungers. :\nd this comes 
across so pcrfeqly 111 the ftlm, partly because of good direction, 
but much more because the people in the film feel the same 
love of life as the lovers in the story. This 1s that special magic 
that manuscripts c:111 never produce. 
ITHACAN needs Copy Staff. Anyone interested in work-
ing on the ITHACAN - - Come Sunday, 7 p.m. 
The smdents who do have a right to complain arc those 
who didn't participate in the disturbances, and they happ,·11 to 
outnumber those who did by approximately 17 to I. \\"liar 
about their rights? Because of the aqion of the radical mmonty 
they were not allowed to continue their education whe11 the 
school was forced to close down. Docs anyone have anv wm-
pathy for those who arc law-abiding and decent in !heir act1;ms 
or does one have to engage in filthy-mouthed rioting to get wha; 
IK wants. Ccrramly the action taken, or rather the lack of it 
hy Columbia University has done nothing to encourage th~ 
former or discourage the latter. Any society or institu!ion "hich 
refuses to punish those who refuse to obey the laws and regu-
lations set up for the benefit of all, can not cxpeq either to 
deter future violators, or to maintain the respect and support of 
the law-abidinp;. 
BASEMENT WEST TOWER 
Likewise the duels and violence h;i,-c their own contrast-
ing power. They are fasr-paced and gripping, employing camera-
work chat captures cYery detail, every wmce, every scowl and 
curse. This is new power of "Romeo and J ulier" that cannot 
be found on a sta_ge. And the theme of fate reaches a new mode 
of expression in the visual representation of the cruelry of the 
stars. It"s so perfect for the love-story it embelishes. 
Bue "Romeo and Juliet" is above all else a love story, a· 
love that exceeds the ha~red of _families, and rises above the 
cruelty of dying. This love is ,a heated passion that is so filled 
,vith tenderness and life itself that it envelops anvone ,vho will 
but allow himself to be swept aong. "Romeo and Julie!" con-
tains so much poetry, so much fervor and brimming fun and 
eternal devotion that it is a celebration of anyone who ever 
loved. That's a haunting beauty in itself, the beau!y in a story 
for today as well as yesterday. 
Call HAL'S 
when you can't 
come down to dinner-
get a gang 
together for 
DELIVERY SERVICE 
$1.25 
IHAL'S DELI 
306 E. State St. 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
<> 
Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
<> 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. .272 - 9715 
Pastry S~op 
113 N. Aurora 
AR 2-7272 
GOU~METS 
SON VIVANTS 
AVANT GARDE PERSONNES ADVENTURESOME BEINGS 
• •. AND ALI!. WHO AR.E VOUNG-AT-HEARTf I I 
d I FONDUE I Un O BOURGUIGNONNE I ~ FOR TWO: $Jo· = ~-:- ~ ~ 'Z:10" Xl: 
Tencler" morsels of Beef Filet ... 4- eJCc.iting sauces ... i 
t.he "f'ond(.(e pot at !:four table ... ~e!!. cook if, a delicious:== 
rnoc.ith.Pul-at-.a-time ! Se~ved wi~h tossed salad, ; 
potato, r,olf s anof reli~'1es ... AND_ NOW, eou~f.es~ or 
the house ... a _s.plit boHle of imporf:.ed St. Louis · 
Beaujolais Wine is included with ~ou .. fondue ... ~- charge. 
Come to the Fun-do .t-
'irOO@ Jr>@~u'fs(l(OO@CYJ~f§ !fl@@~ 
OF THE' WONDERLAND MOTEL 
HUNDREDS OF 
LP's MUST GO 
2.97 - 2.97 - 2.97 
, ... \\~~~\~ 
-~~\\\\~\ 
AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
273-4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
TL.el.lVEK 
TAVBRH 
ROAD • ITHACA, N. Y. 
the denim look 
Garland differents 
Garland has fashioned separates 
that set Spring in motion ... a 
classic tradition of sportswear 
put-togethers for every young 
activity. Tops are all cotton knit, 
skirts & slacks, Fortrel® and 
cotton. Denim-like ora_nge and 
brown . 
Not shown: 
sleeveless top 5.QO 
wrap skirt 1 2 .00 
short sleeve top 6.00 
culotte skirt 12.00 
funnel neck shirt 5.00 
SPORTSWEAR, SECOND FLOOR 
2027.Slaterville Rd. 
SANDWICH MENU 
OPEN: Daily at 4 P.M. 
Closed Sunday 
s ... u ..... wn 
............. 
"The Silencers" 
To Be Sponsored 
!By IHJi.lleB 
Oracle Elects Officers 
by Linda Garrett 
Oracle, Ithaca College's senior 
honor society, met February 12, 
to elect new offic'ers for the up-
coming year. Elected to office 
were: president, Vicki Kreutzer; 
vice-president, Linda Stearns; 
secretary, Linda Garrett; and 
treasurer, Howard Sherman. The 
new officers hope to institute a 
tutoring service as well as a fund 
raising drive next semester to 
supplement the upper-class 
scholarship service provided by 
proceeds from the Oracle spon-
sored Scampers production. 
Jii!lel al Ithaca College has 
l nounced that it will sponsor 
ai · f "Th s·1 " the showing o . e I eneers, 
starring Dean Martin,. 
1
D~liah 
Lavi. and "The Slay G1r s, on 
Sunday, February 23, in B-102. 
There will be two complete show-
ings. one at 2 p.m. and the other 
at 7:00 p.m. Admission for each 
performance will be 75c per per-
son. 
This is the latest in a series of Juniors and seniors eligible for 
nomination to the society will be 
notified after spring vacation. 
Requirements for nomination in-
clude a 3.0 . cumulative index, 
standing in the top 10% of the 
student's class, and three recom-
mendations from faculty or col-
lege administrators. Students arc 
reminded that scripts for next 
year's Scampers will be received 
early next fall for review by the 
pro~rams sponsored by Hillel on 
!he Ithaca College campus. A 
recent "Dclisupper" was a re-
sounding success, and plans arc 
now being made to sponsor a 
similar, but lat"ger supper, in 
the near future. Also planned arc 
special sales of Passover meals, 
along with arrangement of tradi-
tional Seders and Passover meals. 
Details will be announced shortly. Oracle Scampers committee. 
I 
L 
BOB & RAE1 S 
THE COMPLETE PHOTOGRAPHER 
EASTER SPECIALS 
Oil Colored Packdge 
1-8x10 hand-oiled picture 
2-5x7 pictures 
8-Wallets $24.95 
Natural Color Package 
1-Sxl O picture 
2-5x7 pictures 
8-Wallet pictures 
$39.95 
Wedding pidures 
start at a low, low $49.95 
- Student Discounts -
BOB & RAE1 S 
306 E. State St. 
272- 7848 
This is a girl. 
It used to be c.ic;y. The boyi; wore pan~~ and 'ihort h.1ir .mt.I th<" 
girls wore skirts and long- hair and c\'Crybody J..ncw \\ hich \\ .1..., "hich 
• md what ,,.·as \\hat. \Vdl. it isn"t !-,implc anymor<\ but it"..., al~o lot.., 
more stimulating and ind1\'idual and sexy. Yeo;, you hc.1rd uc. right 
-- s-c--x-y. ( If anybody h.1s any doubtc. ~1bout ~irlc; in p,11'\l!-. b<"mg 
un-girl, "C" refer them to Dietrich or C.irbc) or .my of the lac.lies in 
Arabian Ni~hts.) In fact. it's our opimon th.u girb in p.uus an: ...,o 
groovy and right for their timc that we h.1vc: pant .. (.111rl their 
accompaniment\) for anything and c,rrythin~. If ,ou'd hke to br 
this new kind of g-irl. o..cc .1 ncw-mindC'rl ,torr "fh1· namf' of onl";> 
J Wil rc.td on. 
Open 9: 10 to 5:30 dally, 
Fridays 9: 10 to 9100 
Sampler Appointed 
To Assist Hewilf; 
Alumni Projects 
Concern 8,000 Grads 
by Sherry Klapper 
Mr. Jack Hewitt, Director of 
Alumni Affairs, has a new as-
sistant, Mr. Thomas Sampter. 
Mr. Sampter is a business educa-
tion major who graduated from 
LC. in December and is consider-
ing graduate school after his 
work this semester. He is pres-
ently assistanting Mr. Hewitt in 
the various projects concerning 
about 8,000 alumni; such as fund-
raising projects and working with 
fraternities and sororities. Mr. 
Sampler will be meeting people 
in the New York City area and 
helping to set up luncheon and 
dinner meetings. Hopefully, at 
these meetings, pledges for con-
tributions will be made. Along 
with these meetings, his job also 
includes working with the "tele-
thon" or the phone calls that arc 
made in order to solicit contri-
butions. 
According to Mr. Hewitt, the 
average of alumni giving money 
to their college is 22%. He said 
that presently it is approximately 
20-21 %, and that he "hopes to 
see up to 30% contributing." 
Mr. Hewitt stressed the need 
West Tower To Initiate 
Bell'ter Parking System 
by Richard Fuller 
West Tower held a party for 
its residents and their dales on 
Friday, February 14. About 200 
people attended the affair which 
featured all the beer and pizza 
you could manage to consume. 
The dormitory House Council 
has remained as active this 
semester as last, starting with a 
sex forum in January and the 
party last Friday. Now in pro. 
grcss arc plans for a series of 
dorm activities to be held during 
Spring Weekend. They include 
construction of a float for the 
parade, a possible post-parade 
mixer, and a cocktail hour either 
Friday or Saturday night. A year-
end picnic 1s also being planned. 
At the present time, the West 
Tower House Council is also re-
viewing and rewriting their con. 
stitution, with the inclusion of 
the new judicial code. In Student 
Congress, West Tower, along with 
East Tower, introduced a bill 
which was designed to initiate 
a more efficient parking system. 
Winners of 11Top 30011 
To Be Announced 
On Sunday 
by George Pine 
WICE will announce the win-
for more clubs for alumni. This ncrs in the "Top 300" contest on 
semester, Mr. Sampler will as- the Bob Kur Show at 11:15 p.m. 
sist with the organization of on Sunday, February 23. The first 
various activities and the ap- prize is a tape recorder and a col-
pointmcnt of chairmen for these lection of the "Top 300" songs of 
projects. all time. The second prize is a 
A new idea presently under $25.00 savings bond, and the 
discussion is being planned to three third prizes are transistor 
go into effect the summer of radios. The ten fourth prizes con-
1970. The new program will be 
a 2 week course for alumni on a 
variety of subjects. Mr. Hewitt 
sist of record albums. 
On Monday, February 24th the 
"Big 6" will begin playing the 
expressed much enthusiasm for "Top 300" at random, and at 6 
this project and said that - he p.m. on Friday, February 28, 
would try to have "as an elite WICE will start the countdown 
faculty as possible." for the all time "Top 300." 
HERE AGAIN!!! 
GI FIELD JACKi::,_ 
Last Call 
$4.98 
Pre-Spring 
Special 
Limited Supply 
::-. ARMY 
~,' PEA 
COATS 
$3.98 .,.f (olive drab, small) 
$7.00 
GUN & TACKLE CENTER 
ACROSS FROM BARNETT'S SUNOCO ·i 
504 West State 272-9577 
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RELEVANCY - !PART 11 
by Craig Wolf 
·1 \\'() \\'I· I· K~ ,\(;() I arg11l'd thar lahl'll1ng a collt'ge cdu-
c;1t 1011 .is "1rr,·k\'.rnt" 1, lrkl'h to c1c.1r<· mr,1111<lt-rsrand111g, and 
th.it tlH· tcrn1 "111adL"q11.1t," 1s lllCJre :icc11r.1tt·, ,rncl' the college 
1~ good ;1s far a~ rt ,!!,"L'~ .ilthc,11gh 1r do('s11·r go far enough. 
Bur now, il't.'~ hat·ktr:ick and talk aho11r ,rieln·ancy. 
\\'hen st udu1 I, yell ", 111·le\' .me~,. they mean the following. 
(I) Some teacher, rnarntarn a ~oc,al and 111u:llectual dis-
tance frnrn s~udc11ts and pL1y game~ ( such as tcsring) to 
tt:1,c. Thi, mean, thar s11d1 tl';1che:rs make no dfort to relate 
to the student. 
( 2) Sorn<: te.1chl'r, ,1wcial1zc so trn1ch that they fad ro sec 
(or shO\v) ho\\ th<:1r mat<"r1al r<:bll's ro otht'r concer-n,. Or, rhcy 
teach only that marcriai \\ hrch IS of 1ntcn <,( to the <;JJl'CiaJisr, 
d1m1ssmg much of the stuff thar ~t11denrs \\otdd find interest-
mg. 
(3) It sct·ms tr;_igic that onl" ~hould bother with arrificial 
and tnvial q,1esnons v,,h<:n real one, abound Could it be that 
some teachers would rather nor ha\·c to confront rhesc real 
lJ uest ions, t hl'sC pressing problem,? 
(4) Some acadl'1l1lc1ans don't want to get their hands dirty, 
and stick to theory eYen I\ hen srudent, are reach· for some 
practical applicapnn. · -
(5) Irrelevancy 1s a srate of mind plaguing much of the 
faculty. \Lrny arc too conscrYat1\·c and appear as defenders of 
the status quo, which seems unforg1vahk considering the 
problems of the world. \!any faculty arc only slightly capable 
of understandmg their students' need~ and desires. Also, ir-
relevancv describes the rl·<;idt, of the state of mind which 
J>l'cfers ;1mple '' acaclem1c" busy-1\ ork ro gut questions. 
" 
AS AN AID to discussion, hen: arc ,ornc proposals which 
could be refined and cffoctcd to rnakc colleges more adequate: 
( ;1) Study of the Fut II T('. \\'e study dw past, we reflect up-
en -the present, but we ignore rhe future. Let's examine the 
directions life 1s taking, In's consider alternatives to every-
thing, !q's be challenged and excited by possibilities. 
( b) Study of Prohlcms. Existing: courses often proceed in 
ignor:1nce of present-day conce1 ns. Problem-oriented study pro-
vides natural and useful goals which students will find more 
mtcresting and valuable than the present course sysrcm. The 
traditionalists harp upon the need for structure and direction 
in education without realizing rhat the prcscpt system Jacks 
precisely these qualties. 
(c) Study of Q11l'stio11s. People learn most cff1ciently when 
they want to find answers. !\!any students arc asking questions 
such as: where is the world going? what arc man and woman? 
exactly what is it that bothers us today? what arc we creating? 
Once the college education starts asking and answering such 
questions, students wdl be more strongly motivated to study, 
simply because they're interested. 
( d) 1l!i:,.;ing the cliscip!i11cs. As explained in an earlier 
column, this means a huge, comprehensive, interdisciplinary 
course to more efficiently make use of the knowledge packed 
aw~y Ill separate departments. Such division hurts liberal edu-
cation. 
· ( e) Learn by Doing. Involvement educates efficiently, as 
everyone who has worked hard in extracurricular activities 
knows. This principle is currently observed in some courses, 
and it should be extended. 
MOST INCREDIBLE SALIE 
DN RECENT 
NEW YORK HISTORY 
..,: FOLLOW THE 
en 
~ CORNER BOOK STORE 
0 
~ TO ITS NEW LOCATION 
~ 
u STATE ST. STATE ST. 
115-117 South 
Cayuga St. 
..,: 
VI 
~ 
0 
0 j:: 
R.R. 
Plzzalnn I FREE-BEE SPECIAi 
I lree Beer w I I large Pizmtm 
ll llree Sna. Sodm w / /7@(1/)$0 &eGU 
Or fham S'1EJOFJdJwac:Dr, 
Snack Treat 
iD'ee G:lUIIP c,{f o:cfliiee wa0Dn <mo»~De OlllllJ'OO@'i:1(:,!i'. 
WOW! Pazzi:m Dni:m Duos D'llD~ScD e1BO dlC!DW <d:leD1b@IJ'v' 
lf ou D'DE11£J - We lh,r:riian!£1. 
~lm@enei;.l il il3l-®il 416 t:J ti 2 £aoCi'@IJ'<m £>0. 
IEffecll'ive Only feb. 24-26 
Seil W. State St . 
272 -4949 
COMPLETE STOCK 
OF 
RECORDS BY C.B.M. 
!FAITH 
CHRISTIAN 
BOOK STORE 
120 S. Cayuga 
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THRASHER TO CONDUCT COLLEGE 
ORCHESTRA; CONCERT AIDS HIS DEGREE 
Alan Thrasher will conduct an 
Ithaca College chamber orchcs-
by Eugene Bozza, Thomas Bevers- Alpha Epsilon Rho's pre~entation of "Tom Jones" was well 
dorf; Gardner Read, Robert Sand- 1 ecnved and will be followed by "The Amorous Adventures of 
crs, Francis Poulenc and Rein- \loll Flander~" on Sunday, i\Iarch 2, at 7:30 p.m. in B-102. 
tra in a free public concert at hold Glierc. Their program "Parade of American i\lusic'' was taped for cable 
Walter Ford II.ill Monday, Feb- channel two, and was seen by Ithaca residents this week_ 
f()r 8 ._ 15 The performers arc John Old- Soc1all_y, AEP 1s J)lannin!! a series of 11arties, one of which is the ruary 24. Scheduled I c 1 K"tt J\,l ti GI "' 
iam, aro 1 s, ar ia aze, annual .Academy Awards Party to be held again at the Sheraton. p.m., the program includes Richard Dray, Cathy Eisenberg _ . . . 
··Divertimento 111 B flat" for and ;\lartha :i\kCool. They will be Rho lviu 1 heta 1s pla1~11111g a large 10th ann_ivers:_1ry par~y 
ITHACA 
(5) 
SERVI CENTER 
Official Inspection Station 
,0 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
MU.SIC STOIR!E 
201 South Tioga St. 
l 
b \\, ~i t accompanied by Gail Johnson for all members and alumni on- :\1 arch I. Preceedm/!: dinner will string orchestra y . A .• ,ozar . • I, . k ·1 , f "·()() 8·00 1~1 i'\f ·- -I · 
. . Barr Forrest Donna Dziedzic , >c ,1 coc ta1 p,lrtj rom ) . to <. p.m. "10 . u 1s .t so spon-
and two compos1twns by Stra- ' · · . C p S , J , t , · ti · futt re Co_mplete. Car Service 
Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
Martha Gcor"c and Joy Kupfer. soring a . . , 110\\ cc urc 111 1c near 1 . 
vinsky, "Danscs Conccrtantc" for I The French horn players arc Pi Lam re_cently held thc!i: ~1nnu;d. ski party and last _week 
Chamber Orchestra and "Suite, studying with .John covert of the held ~heir ~h1rd r,ush party. I l~1s com~ng weekend, they will be 
No. 2" for Small Orchestra. Ithaca College music faculty. pa rtymg wnh a Cornell fra ternny at Cornell. 
Thrasher, a graduate assistant The Ithaca College Percussion P1 Theta Phi has announced th:1t the winner of the Valen-
in the School of Music, is com- Ensemble will present _its second tine's Day raffle for "dim~cr for two at t~e Station" v.:as wor~ 
. . . concert of the year m Waller bv Les Otten. Response mght for pledges 1s ;\Ionday 111ght. P1 
plctrng lus Master of :\fusic d~- 1 Ford Hall at 8:15 p.m. Monday, '(heta Phi is still sponsoring a candy sale. O,~ Sunday, Feb-grcc at the college, where he 1s, l\Iarch 3. ruary 16, \Ir. Anthony Salerno, a representative from Chai-
majoring 111 instrumental music. 1 Directed by music instructor lcnge Industries, Ithaca, spoke to the members on the impor-
This program, prepared under/ I .Jack Moore, ~~1c program ranges !ance of placing rchabilnatcd handicapped persons in productive 
the direction of Professor Tho- from the music of J. S. Bach to J<,bs. 
M" h I k · · - . 1 f 1 music by Alan llovhaness. The mas • ic a a , 15 m partia u - ensemble will play an arrange-
fillmcnt of the requirements for mcnt of the "Fugue in G Minor" 
the graduate degree. by Bach, "Chamber Piece fo:-
A native of '.\lontrosc, Pcnnsyl- J Percussion <?uintet" ~y Michael 
vania, Thrasher studied at the I ~olg_ras.~, "~1ght Music for .. Per-
Manhattan School of '.\lusic and cuss10n b, Rob~rt Starer, Toc-
cata for Percuss10n Instruments" 
received a B.S. degree in Music by Carlos Chavez, an arrange-
ment of Debussy's "Claire de 
Lune" by Charles Owen and 
"Bacchanale" by Hovhaness. 
Education from Mansfield State 
College in Pennsylvania. He bas 
had additional graduate study at 
Harpur College. Members of the Percussion En-
Music for French horn will be semblc arc James Califano, Wil-
performed by Ithaca College stu- lia.n Damoska, John Farrell, 
dents in a free public recital at Stephen Gates, Susan Koscinski, 
Walter Ford Hall Wednesday, l Gregory Proios, Gary Rockwell, 
February 26, at 8:15 p.m. The Gary Seldon and Robert Wilder-
program includes compositions muth. 
r-
LADIES • MEN'S - KID'S SHOES 
at 
fENDHC<01r1'-JJOHNS0N 
LOW COST - BUT THE LOOK IS EXPENSIVE ! 
110 E. State St. 
Q 
·n 
Y OlLBI' faculty advi~oll 
as/ks you forr advice • 0 0 
Think it over; over coffeea 
The Think Drink. 
Foryouro,wn Think Drink Mua, send 7!!,( and your name and address to· 
Think Or,nk Mua. Dept. N, P 0. Bo• 559, New York. N. Y. 10046. Tl\t lnttrn111onal Cofle-eOr1an,ut10• 
PHONE 273 - 3261 
335 E. State St. 
S. ON BACH 
NYRO 
B.S. and TEARS 
MAHAL 
SMALL FACES 
BYRDS 
HUNDREDS 
OF LP's AT 
2." 
ALL LP's MUST GO! 
'""\\\;\.~\~ 
\\~\\\\~\ 
$16.99 
VAN'S SHOES 
128 E. State St. 
Downtown Ithaca 
I 
! 
i.....-. ... 
Savannah Gr,.mc.lc Rcn..11ss.Jncc Tara 
r---· 
' 
\ I 
. .. ---- - D1.J.tlcrn 
j 
l j 
''Clearan-ce Sale'' 
,, 
' i 
... . ~ . ..,.._,,,,.,.,.,, 
Enshsh rrovinci.l Spanish Baroque Francis I Classic Rose 
.. ..J 
Hampton Court 
We have your favorite 
sterling pattern •.. as featured in 
Reed & Barton's 
§IlIL VlElR OPD.NION 
CCOMPETilTBON 
See the complete 
Reed & Barton collection as well as 
those of other famed silv.ersmiths at 
136 E. State St. 
Save Big $ 
Making Room For Bigger and 
Better Things For Next Season 
So Take Advantage of This 
uGreat Spring Ski Sale" 
Starts Sat., February 22 
MUSIC REVDIEW 
by Jeff Engel 
BIG TIME 
SPENDER? 
SPEND SOME 
TIME AT 
"ii'" fHl lE [P lU 1B 
The Ithaca Woodwind Quintet 
gave another routine recital on 
Friday night. The performance 
was rather uneventful with es-
sentially good performances of 
the usual inconsequential, boring 
program material. The program 
was unenlightening due more to 
the material presented than to 
the ensembles' level of perform-
ance. It is not a wonder that, 
when program material of this 
sort is presented, student at-
tendence at concerts may be on 
the decline. one fifty east 
The Ithaca Woodwind Quintet 
averages at least two recitals a 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert l. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry· G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
"We Welcome Your Inquiry'' 
I 
I 
1 
l 
I 
l 
l . ,,. 
.I , . .., 
·-1 ,. 
~~ .. -
r--------------------~ 
year. Naturally there is a handi-
cap in selecting music for a 
woodwind ensemble recital since 
relatively little has been written 
for this medium. The majority of 
recital material for this ensem-
ble consists of two types of 
music. These are music written 
by unknown composers of the 
past such as Franz Danzi and 
Oscar Boehm (who only interest 
unoccupied musicalogists) and 
college professors intent on mak-
ing up for the lack of repertoire 
in certain areas. Usually these 
two types will be blended to-
gether on a program with an oc-
casional transcription (for those 
that value transcriptions), or with 
work by well-known composers. 
One returns to the problem, 
what to play if such notable 
greats as Verne Reynolds and 
Franz Danzi are withheld from 
programs. One cannot repeatedly 
play the few meritable works at 
each concert. Eradication of 
woodwind quintet recitals would 
sound appropriate. However, this 
would be rather extreme and ab-
surd. Why not cut down the 
amount of full recitals by this 
ensemble and concentrate on 
other types? Instead of devoting 
an entire concert to a woodwind 
quintet, why not just have a joint 
chamber concert with one or two 
pieces for woodwind quintet, and 
devote the rest of the program to 
a smaller group involving a mem-
ber of the woodwind ensemble 
with piano and/or strings. We 
have some excellent faculty 
string and piano performers. Why 
not take more advantage of them, 
while they are still here? Why 
not get involved in literature 
that is stationary in the reper-
toire and also enjoyable to listen 
to? Certainly a concert consisting 
of a Brahms horn trio, a Bee-
thoven clarinet trio, and than a 
piece or two by woodwind, would 
certainly be a lot more interest-
ing to a music student than a 
program like that of last Friday. 
The music school has attempt-
ed a few times before something 
on the line of a combined cham-
ber music concert. The only ques-
tion to be brought up now is: 
why not more often? Recitals of 
this sort will acquaint students 
with literature they should know, 
Whether to go to a concert or 
not should not be judged by who 
is playing but rather what is be-
ing played. If programs contain 
worthwhile music, even the aver-
age uninspired music student at 
our school might get motivated 
enough to go to a concert. One 
must notice that even the wood-
wind majors were not present at 
this last concert. The level of 
performance cannot be that bad, 
and Friday it was not. However, 
things should not continue as 
they are, for pretty soon not only 
will concerts be given to an emp-
ty hall, but performers will fall 
asleep on stage. 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
"Right on time Since 1909" 
207 S. Tioga St. 
272-7200 
<:.:::..t . ' .... '.· ....... 
...... , 
~,· •• , .......... ;,">,;-.,. ... »::-....... v.A.-s 
~NITED STATES AIR FORCE 
DX A, Dept. SCP 92 
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148 
Undecided about your future? 
It's no disgrace. 
Even Einstein couldn't make up his mind for quite awhlle. 
Van Gogh took time to get on the track. 
The Wright Brothers didn't start concentrating on aeroplanes 
right away. AGE PLEA.st PAINT 
COLLEGE 
~DUATION DATE PHONE 
ADDRESS 
CfTV STATE ZIP 
· So, if you're graduating from college and you still don't know 
what to do with your future ... chin up. 
You can go to Officer Training School. Become an officer. Get 
officer's pay and prestige. Travel. All while you're learning to fly. 
See? You can do something constructive, exciting, profitable 
and patriotic. Be an Air Force pilot. 
They'll say you're just another genius who has made up his 
mind. 
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by George Budin 
I am sure that 1f ever Shake~rcare's Puck were to take his 
morning, noon, or evening repast 111 our beloved Union's cafe-
teria, he would certainly state "what foods these morsels be." 
Loosely translat<:d this means: "you've got to be kidding." I 
commen? the off1~1al~ in c\1arge of the Union for being prepared 
for the first marnan rnvas1on, but I am somewhat dismayed by 
the_ fact that they seem to refuse to realize that the majority of 
~heir cu_sromers arc, in fact, quite human. This presents a rather 
1~teresting pro_blem in "gastronomies." For instance, Saga must 
view the mart1an as a rather obese form of extra terrcstial life 
as the food they would serve him 1s often well glazed with fat 
( poly-sarurat~d. in the ex_trcme ). \Ve students. being human, 
have only a limited capacity to produce hydrochloric acid, en-
zymes, and other substances necessary to break down the fat 
w~ con~ume. Beyond a certain poi(1t, we react by feeling ill, 
be!ng ~1stu~bed in t~e lower dig~st1ve tract, experiencing that 
dnp-dnp-dnp sensation and writing nasty columns in the Ith-
acan. Further, the Saga dietitian obviously believes that the 
average martian prefers his food quite cold. I am onlv ~ne 
among many of mr fellow humanoids who, having a n-atural 
prcf~rence for certam w~rm. foods, have been quite dismayed 
~.° fmd ;~hat, when. ~ bite inro my spaghetti, it often goes 
crunch. This condition results from the icy blast which freezes 
both humanoid and food alike. It originates from the two doors 
on either side of the lines. In regard ro the lines, those students 
fro_m the New York City ~rea probably feel right at home and 
cnJoy that wonde~ful fech!1g that :you could !lot possibly ,it 
another pers~n in if you tned. This is much akm to rhe feeling 
one receives in_ the subways around five o'clock. Here again we 
have the foresight of Saga to thank. There arc a relative few 
who must work like fiends so that they might feed the hungry 
mass .. The cond)rioi:1s in which these people must work are far 
from ideal, cons1denng the work load thrust upon them by their 
task mas~er. The space b~hind the counter is, to say the least, 
unconduc1ve to maneuvering. However, several young girls must 
not only maneuver themselves but also large, scalding trays of 
substandard f?od. P~rhaps this is not the fault of Saga but of 
a psychopathic architect. Nonetheless the criticism I level at 
· the Union are by no means new and ~emedies ro a good num-
be_r. of problems have been legion. Example: The frozen food 
cnsis could be handled very efficiently if a series of infra-red 
lights could be installed over_ the counter where the plates are 
served. Instead of useful acnon such as this, there are certain 
members of the staff ar the Union who feel that strict enforce-
!11ent of a Saga rule that girls must wear hair nets, is more 
important. 
. The food_ at the other t_wo cafeterias on this campus is, 
wn_hout 9uesnon, excellent. Why then, the reverse in that cafe-
teria which_ serves the largest number of students? It is my 
understanding rhat the cooks in the Union cafeteria do not 
receive the s~me salary. a~ their brethren further up the hill. 
I am not statmg that this 1s the only cause but it would appear 
as one to be considered 
Lasr year, \VICB carried a conference with the manager 
of. S~ga food service during which students phoned in their 
opinions of the food. If a program of this nature were to be 
arranged again I feel that the Union and the conditions within 
would surely feature the program. I don't think one would need 
to have a crystal ball to predict that student reaction might be 
less than favorable. I feel thar it is high time that the em-
ployers started working ~ little. themselves instead of thrustii:ig 
the brunt of the actual nnty gnqy on their student employees . 
........ ,.,--::-··-,:,.....,. .... ~ .. ""<~ 
..... ~ 
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0.eHers to the !Editor 
(Continued from page 4) 
(some are slipping through), and 
now there is the added danger of 
students blocking us out of our 
sacred offices and even the ig-
nominy of banana peels amongst 
our favorite files. 
There is a second method, as 
some of us practitioners well 
know: maintain distance, assume 
professional style, convey an air 
of intellectualism, and in various 
ways uphold the symbolic stand-
ards of the profession. Now this 
method is all right for the real 
expert who can apply the method 
with subtlety and consistency, 
but many of us have found that 
the crown slips at the most em-
barassing moments. We get 
"caught in the game," so lo 
speak. None of us are so vain as 
to mind personally the amuse-
ment of students when we have 
been found out in this manner, 
but it is damaging to the pro-
fession! 
Most of us will have to be con-
tent to combine methods one and 
two, i.e. simultaneously to teach 
and maintain distance between 
us and them. Fortunately, the 
sociologists have helped us 
understand some of the mecha-
nisms by which this may be ac-
complished. Any status group is 
threatened, not by the lower 
classes which have little access 
to its values, but by the group 
immediately below it. Therefore, 
it is these students who have ac-
cess to the same sources of 
knowiedge, who occupy the same 
classrooms, discuss topics in com-
mon (even on occasion suggesting 
our school's having inferior stu-
dents (having all those obvious-
ly brilliant Cornell students near-
by helps hammer this one home!) 
has been repeated by some of us 
a good dozen times since fall, 
usually with a knowing grin on 
the face. Two students recently 
repeated it in my presence, so 
the message is certainly getting 
home. This myth helps direct at-
tention away from any faulty 
teaching which people might er-
roneously suppose to be the cause 
of low-performance among stu-
dents. I would caution the use 
of subtlety rather than overt 
statement of this fact. A person 
doesn't have to be stupid in order 
to feel stupid. Our superior posi-
tion gives us the necessary psy-
chological advantage here. 
(2) Shakespeare has put it well 
when he said (I think it was he), 
"Ne'er let the grimy hand be-
foul the hallowed precincts of 
thy theoretical knowledge." In-
crease the distance between 
where wo are and where they 
are by sticking to theory 
couched in the language of your 
discipline. Belittle efforts to 
learn this language by constantly 
throwing in new terms, in a 
classical language if possible. 
More important than this, dis-
courage attempts to relate cur-
rent happenings to past theory. 
Remember, they have access to 
the present, but we are the keep-
ers of the past. 
Chester F. Galaska 
Assistant Professor 
Social Relations Department 
Editor: 
I would like to correct several 
inacurrate statements made in 
your article titled "Radioactive 
Liquid Pollutes Cayuga Lake" on 
page 5 of your January 31 issue. 
(1) The title itself is rather mis-
leading since the only radioactivP. 
pollution to the lake comes from 
college laboratories, not the sub-
ject of the article. (2) The Citi-
zens' Committee to Save Cayuga 
Lake is not only "concerned with 
the effects of the release of low 
level radioactive liquid on the 
Jake" (from Bell Station), but also 
with all its other- releases of 
radioactive materials both ga.,-
eous and liquid and with its dis-
charge of heated water; and 
with all other sources of pollu-
tion of the lake. (3) Albert (not 
Robert) Tuttle did not say that 
"wa_ter is used in reactors to 
make fuel". Actually, fuel in the 
reactor heats water to make 
steam, which then turns turbo-
generators to make electric pow-
er, not "turbine and generator 
power." (4) The N.Y.S .. Electric 
and Gas Corporation, (not "Bell") 
says not that discharges "would 
amount to less than 0.1 % liquid 
or 1/ 100%, mentioned in your 
article. The Citizens' Comittee 
feels that the AEC limits, based 
only on human health estimates, 
are far too high in terms of 
other organisms, and probably 
should be lower even for humans. 
Anyone wishing further infor-
mation on this matter, or copies 
of the papers "Thermal Pollution 
of Cayuga Lake" may obtain same 
from the Committee at P.O. Box 
237, Ithaca. 
Dean A. Arnold 
ideas we couldn't think oO, drink.--------------..!.--------------. 
the same coffee (but not as much 
of it, because they must pay 
while we receive it as a side 
benefit ... except on the second 
floor of A & S, where staff cof-
fee is regularly stolen by stu-
dents because it is believed by 
them that if they drink this cof-
fee, much like the magical soma, 
drink of the gods in early Indic 
Harappa, they will gain the 
power and knowledge of the 
elite. As an anthropologist I can 
in this practice!), and use the 
fFfRATIERNDTY JEWELRY 
lby L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
B thaca C~llege Class Rings 
Ray Robinson - !Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone 272-5959 
in this practise!), and use the 
same toilets, who are the greatest 
threat to our position. 
Just two practical suggestions 
for implementation . . . I'm sure 
you can think of others: 
THE BEST IN TRAVEL SERVICE 
-
(1) Make them feel stupid. IFROM TRAVELERS CHECKS TO 
Often enough the shoe has been 
on the other foot. We ourselves 
have been beaten down - why 
should they escape this purifica-
TRIPS AROUND THE WORLJ) ! 
tion ritual, I note with profes-
sional glee that the myth about 
Phone 273-4443 
STONE 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no more through 
your travel agent. 
---
A Division of First National/Ithaca 
207 North Aurora Street 
273 - 3073 
11 a.m. • 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
¢:<OHRNErR CA YUGA Evening Supper 
& GIRIEEN S1'. Menu 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
KITTY-CORNER FROM 
WOOLWORTH DEPT. STORE 2 
0 
STOIP RN WHERE TIHIE ACTION IS 2 
D 
THAT'S WHERE WILBUR IS R 
y 
IF AMOUS /FOR . . . D 
BEEF DN ALL ors E N 
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D. 
Editor: 
I would like to take this op-
portunity to thank all those who 
made our recent Winter Week-
end the success that it was. It 
would be next to impossible to 
name all those connected with 
the Weekend, but I would like to 
publicly thank Mr. Ralph Shortell 
for all the time and advice he 
gave me in connection with the 
running of the Weekend. His as-
sistance was invaluable. 
My entire committee, and 
especially Tom Capraro and Jay 
Swainbank, is to be thanked for 
all the time and effort which 
they put into the Weekend. 
Thanks are also due to all 
those who supported the \Veek-
end, for without you that Week-
end would not have been possi-
ble. 
John P. Beach 
Chairman, E.U.B. 
Dorm With Most 
Blood Donors To 
Get Free Keg of Beer 
A free keg of beer will be 
given by West Tower to the' liv-
ing unit that donates the most 
blood during a blood drive that 
will be held by the Red Cross on 
Tuesday, February 25, from 10 
a.m. to 3:45 p.m. in the Union 
Recreation Room. 
Sign ·up sheets for blood dona-
tors can be found on the Union 
bulletin board. 
More than two hundred stu-
dents contributed blood in an-
other Red Cross-sponsored drive 
last October. It is hoped that 
twice that number will donate 
blood this time. 
SKI INTERMONT 
Days & Nights 
* 
Double Chair 
{with blankets) 
* 
~ T-Bars 
* 
Snow Making 
* 
Day Nursery 
* 
Day - Nights 
Mon. thru Thurs. & Sat. 
$3 per couple 
* 
All night Ski-A-Thon 
Fridays 6:30 p.m. 'til 
Dawn - $3 each 
10 Miles East of Cortland 
thru McGraw Interstate 
81 - Exit 10 - Keep Right 
§ylnan 3llill.s 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
P.E. Prof. Has Article 
In Research Quarterly 
Robert E. Jones, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Physical Education is 
the author of an article: "A 
Neurological Interpretation of 
Isometric Exercise" which ap-
peared in the December 1968 is-
J\urora Jnn 
~
Since 1833 
Aurora-on-Cayliaa Lake 
Home of 
Wells College 
IIOOMS e ... 000 C> LOUNQE 
Sunday 8-l O. 12:30.,.3:30. ~:30-8 
Weekd11"5~~~~(,2I 6-8 
owned by_ w~11s C<llle&e 
sue of the Research Quarterly, 
Dr. Jones, a 1966 graduate of 
the University of . Wisconsin, is 
teaching graduate and under. 
graduate courses in the Division 
of Physical Education. He has 
been a member of the Ithaca 
College Faculty for the past four 
years. 
Tompkins 
IPhotograplhy 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
SPRING AHEAD 
with 
G.T.O.'s 
Skylarks 
Grand Prix 
A NEW CAR 
Opels 
A full line of Buicks, Pontiacs, Opels 
at 
Firebirds 
Specials 
Riviera 
Cutting Motors, lnco 
BUICK, PONTIAC, OPEL 
315 Elmira Road 
NIAGARA 
vs 
ST.BONAVENTURE 
Be ~ure to watch this exciting game-televised live and in color. And 
while you're enjoying the action, enjoy bright, rewarding Schaefer 
-the one beer to have when-you're having more than one. 
LIVE-& IN COLOR·2:00 PM·WSYR-TV CH 3 
The ff orld of Wheels 
by Ron Cohn 
Two weeks ago, I tested the Fiat ?50 and promise_d to rest 
F. , medium-priced entry, the 124 Spider. Before gettmg down 
t~aihse business at hand, we first have !O realize that t~e 1~4 
· ompletely different car than the 850, the latter having its 
IS a C • d . h"l h 
· 1c 1· n the rear and a fully-m_depen ent suspension, w I e r e eng11 . · d · J24 retains the convent10~al f_ront engme-rear riv:e concept as 
d most of the cars in this price range (MGB, Triumph, etc.). 
SO therefore we have to consider many things. Is the 124 worth 
~' z J 100 id crease over the 850 in terms. of comfort and per-
£ emance and how does the 124 compare to its slightly less 
~~ensiv; rivals, the MGB and Triumph? 
e. On looks alone, the 124 is surelr a wfnner. The _g?ld 
<lster was an insrant star and received visual recogmt10n 
f~;m other sport car drivers. The interior. 1:omfort and detail 
vas definitely one notch up on the compet1t10n. The only flaw 
found in the oth~~ise perfect _inrerior was the pedal location 
and size and this 1s at fault m many sports cars. They are 
usually ~oo small, as in the 124, making heel-and-toeing very 
difficult or impossible (Lotus Elan), or they are too far ro the 
right or left. Comparing with the competition, the 124's p~d_als 
would have to be rated beqer-than-average. The seats, dnvmg 
position and instrumentation can be compared to those found 
on cars 'costing twice the price. 
Overall detail and workmanship are excellent. Neirher 
bumps nor bad driving, of which ~ob Cooper and I w~re both 
guilty, seemed to have any loosenm~ effect_ on the 124 s bo~y. 
Power is derived from a 1438 cc engme which was a weak lmk 
in the test vehicle. Although the car had few miles logged on 
the odometer, ii: didn't seem to have the power potential of 
either the MGB or Triumph. More displacement is probably 
the answer for it lacked low-end torque. Its dual overhead 
cams which are belt-operated and therefore quiet, did allow 
suffi~ient rop-end flexibility, but we found that it was often 
necessary to use the engine's upper rpm potential to get the ex-
pected performance. Lack of power was also the main criticism 
of the 850. They just don't have rhe petrol to waste on the 
"other side" and this explains the small powerplants. The 124's 
engine is fed by Weber 2-barrel carb and delivered 90 h.p., 
a conservative figure fo_r a 2,030 lb. vehicle. Power is transferred 
to the rear wheels through a five speed, all synchromesh gear-
box, which, we felt had _.i rather wide rario spread for a five 
speed box. 
One of the stronger points of the 124 was its ability to stop 
quickly without exhibiting a great amount of fade during the 
three hour test. Directional stability of both Fiats was excellent. 
The 124's handling and ride were well-matched for !he 
cars appeal and power output, although there was an over-
abundance of understeer. This would have not been as pro-
nounced if the engine developed enough power to break the 
rear wheels loose in a powerslide. To "set up" for a turn we had 
to "hang out" the rear of the car. Once set up, power. was kept 
on to keep the car powersliding or drifting, if we were lucky, 
and we often found that we lacked the power to achieve opti-
mum handling. As time and practice commenced, we got !he 
feel of the car and our technique improved. The suspension 
did provide us with enough resistance to lateral roll and this can 
be attributed to the front anti-sway bar, which, by the way, 
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Swimmers Lose Meet 
To Geneseo, 59-45 
by John Marshall 
Lack of sufficient depth once 
again told its tale last week as 
the I.C. Swim Team dropped a 
tough 59-45 decision to Geneseo 
State. 
The meet was close through-
out, with the lead changing hands 
five times and neither team be-
ing able to build up a lead of 
more than seven points prior to 
the final event. Ithaca got off to 
a quick 7-0 lead when Marshall, 
Butler, Ely and Basos took first 
in the medley relay. Geneseo 
then tied the score 8-8, before 
Dave Roberts won the 200 free 
in a record setting time of 2:02. 
The Blue Knights of Geneseo 
then took the 50 and the indi-
vidual medley to put Ithaca down 
24-19. 
Photo by David Mnnn 
Fia:'s handling potential de-
creased by excessive under-
The Bomber's lack of depth 
now became very apparent as 
they took two straight first 
places (Butler in diving and Rob-
erts in the fly) but could pick up 
only one point per event as 
Geneseo . captured a second and 
third in each. It has been this 
lack of an ability to take seconds 
and thirds which has hurt J.C. all 
season as they have generally 
been able to take their share of 
first places. With I.C. down 32-29, 
Ely and McNamara took 2-3 in 
the 100 free and Marshall and 
Fitzpatrick followed with Ithaca's 
only 1-2 of the day to regain the 
lead at 41-38. 
With three events remaining, 
the Bomber's power had been 
pretty well spent. Geneseo went 
on to take 1-2 in the 500 free and 
1-3 in the breast- to bring the 
score to 52-45 with only the free-
style relay remammg. With 
anchor man Dave Roberts mis-
sing (after having gone the maxi-
mum three events) Geneseo 
proved to be just a little too 
strong as they edged out the 
Ithaca quartet by three feet to 
win 59-45. 
The Ithaca swimmers have two 
meets remaining. They entertain 
the University of Rochester to-
morrow at home at 2 p.m. in their 
final home meet of the season. 
They then conclude their dual 
meet season next Tuesday at 
Oswego, before preparing for the 
shift. state meet March 8--9 at Syracuse. 
caused much of the gross understeer. Also 56% of the car's 
weight is over the front wheels, much the same as in an 
American car. We found that increasing the pressure in the front 
Pirreli Cinturatos (standard equipment) improved the handling 
somewhat. 
Now we have to consider if the 124 is worth the added 
money over the 850. W el), in my opinion it is a goo~ car, 3:nd 
I don't think an overpriced one, when you keep its stylmg 
and w~rkmanship in mind. But, for the money, it doesn't deliver 
that outstanding performance over the 850 in terms of handling 
and power, and I don't think it is as fast as a Triumph or MGB. 
With this in mind the Fiat 124 Spider would be a good car for 
one who is not d;manding of an automobile, in terms of per-
formance. But it will get the job done as a~ly as i! competito~s, 
with a little bit of push. It is also possible that racmg will 
further refine i!s suspension and engine_ pow~r, but the co~sumer 
will have to wait for this. I'm sure Bill Pritchard of Pritchard 
Motors will be happy to let you determine the Spider's merits 
yourself. 
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by Philip Chardis 
The only action that can be re-
ported this week is tha! of the 
frosh basketball team which won 
one game and lost one. 
First, a short word about 
hockey. The team saw no action 
this week, but lost two games 
two weeks ago to Cornell and 
Oswego. It will be a rough last 
part of the season for the Bomb-
ers and they must put a lot of 
desire into their play if they are 
to win. The loss of ace defense-
man Jim Talentino for the rest 
of the year, due to a serious eye 
injury, and a shoulder injury to 
Rick Orpik have put the team in-
to a big hole for defensemen. It 
is a hole that will be tough to 
crawl out of. Any win from now 
on will have to be a team effort, 
and much of the credit of any 
future win and the team's fine 
record up to this point must go 
to Coach George Moore. Congra-
tulations go out to him for the 
job that he has done. 
The basketball Bombers broke 
even this week, losing to Cornell 
92-85, and beating R.I.T. 88-68. 
It seems as if Cornell holds some 
kind of jinx over our freshmen, 
who always happen to just 
squeak out victories This game 
was no exception, as I.C. blew a 
16-point lead at half-time and 
went down to defeat by seven 
points. Dave Stark led the team 
with 23 points. 
The frosh upped their record 
to 12-5, however, by taking an 
easy 88-68 decision over R.I.T. 
Paul Veronesi was tops in scor-
ing with 19, followed by Stark 
with 13, and Mike Williams with 
12. Through their 17 games, 
Veronesi continues to lead the 
team with a 21.6 average, fol-
lowed by Stark's 15.4 points per 
game. Williams continues to 
dominate the boards, pulling 
down 16 rebounds a game. 
Contrary to the fate of the Var-
sity teams, the frosh teams are 
having fine years and give us 
something to look forward to. 
Perhaps the frosh team could 
give our own varsities a good 
battle; hockey's frosh has already 
beaten the varsity twice ... Con-
gratulations go out from this end 
also to Greg Albano for his rec-
ord-breaking 45-point effort 
against R.I.T.; give some credit 
also to Dale Dirk for some great 
passing in this game ... See you 
at the next home basketball 
game, Frosh vs. Auburn on Feb-
ruary 25 at 6: 15. 
Wrestlers Drop~ 15e,9 
by Bob Scandurra 
In what was probably the most 
exciting match of the year, the 
I.C. Wrestling team wrestled 
toughly against Syracuse Univer-
sity last Wednesday, but once 
again fell on the short end, 15-9. 
The loss put the grapplers at 1-6 
overall, a record not at all in-
dicative of the team's perform-
ance this year, which has been 
good. Quite easily the team could 
have at this time a 5-2 record, 
providing we had a few weight 
classes filled earlier, and if we 
had won some very close matches. 
The Syracuse match started off 
with both teams forfeiting at 
123, but in the 130 lb. class Bob 
Auble boosted his record to 3-0 
with a sound 7-4 decision. Terry 
Habecker then added another 
three points for l.C., as he won 
his seventh straight match, this 
time by a 15-1 score. Habecker, 
who is undefeated, seems to be 
gathering momentum as the sea-
son progresses and will be the 
man to watch in post-season 
tournaments. With Ithaca ahead 
6-0, Larry Wennogle and Tom 
Hochfelder were decisioned at 
145 and 152 respectively, as 
Syracuse rallied to tie the score. 
However, J.C. pushed ahead again 
as Bill Meisner came up with a 
victory at 160, a 13-6 romp. But 
for the Bombers, that proved to 
be their last scoring all night. 
Charley Moot was decisioned at 
167, and Wayne Keebler then 
lost a 10-3 verdict to Syracuse's 
Vin Paolano, one of the most 
highly touted 177 pounders in 
the East. In the heavyweight 
bout, Chuck Reynolds was de-
feated by Bob Rust 10-2, as the 
..--------------, 1 Orangemen closed out with a 15-9 
Donohue - !Halverson 
One. 
victory. 
This past week the Bombers 
will have wrestled at Mansfield 
(Pa.) St. on Wednesday, but to-
morrow night, February 22, the 
grapplers will host a powerful 
Wilkes College team, which 
is perennially one of the best 
teams in the East. The match will 
start at 8:00 p.m. Next Tuesday, 
February 25, I.C. will host Clark-
son in a match starting at 4:00 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
<> 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
<> 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 -3393 
206 E. STATE ST. 
p.m. 
Next to First National Bank 
273-3891 
SIPlECDAIL GDIRILS 
!Heavy-weight Pea Coats 
$15.00 
A~~ Slko l?AIR!KAS 
20%-50% 
T-NIECK JERSIEYS 
$2 - $5.00 
All.IL SWfEA 1rfE1RS 20-50% 
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Ithaca College Sports Hall of Fame Becomes Reality 
An Ithaca College Sports Hall : initial group of inductees will sidered for the first group of in-
of Fame has become a reality.: take place during Alumni \Veek- ductees. 
Much of the credit for originating : end in .June. Presentation Cere- The next group, to be inducted 
the idea of a Hall of Fame at I.C. monic~ will follow at that time. in 1970, will be voted upon by all 
and setting its wheels in motion lt is hoped that in the future I members of the Committee who 
should go largely to the Direc- Ithaea College Sports Hall of are, in addition to the above: 
tor of Sport5 Information, Mr. Fame will become more than just Mr. Walter Newsom, Mr. Jack 
Phil Langan. Selection Proccd- an existing reality; that is to Hewett, Provost Robert Davies, 
ures, Selection Rules, Make-up say, perhaps a room in the Mr. Phil Langan. 
of Committee, l\lomentoes of library will be designated as the The following procedures have 
Selection, Budget, Presentation Ithaca College Sports Hall of been passed by the Committee: 
Ceremonies and other pertinent Fame. Who knows, there may I. Selection Procedures 
information follow. It should be even someday be a building A. First selection: 15 men are 
pointed out, however, that sclec- erected on the LC. campus to to be chosen by Messrs. 
tion procedures and rules are house the Hall of Fame. As of Light, Wood, Vansickle, 
still tcntati\'e and in a develop- now, thought, the Ithaca College and Yavits. Only on their 
mcnt stage, and are thus subject Sports Hall of Fame is still in its suggestion are other Com-
to change. infant stage, but it is neverthe- mittee members to be al-
Following a recent meeting of less a reality which many thought 
the Selection Committee, it ap- would never come to fruition. 
pears likely that the following At present, the members of the 
will definitely be part of the Selection Committee are: Mr. 
initial cSrot;p of inductees into the Ben Light, Mr. Doe Yavits, Mr. 
Ithaca College Hall of Fame: Bucky Freeman, Mr. Ken Van-
Eddie Sawyer, Ken Patrick, Ben Sickle, Mr. Carlton Wood. 
Light, Jim LaRock, Grover Jones, Since these gentlemen are the 
Doe Yavits, Bucky Freeman, and only members of the Selection 
Carlton Wood. I Committee who are familiar 
Election to the Ithaca College\ with all eras of I.C. sports, their 
Sports Hall of Fame for the votes will be the only ones con-
I 
B. 
lowed to vote. 
Second selection: Five men 
are to be selected. Nomi-
nees are to be named at 
first induction meeting. 
C. Years 3, 4, and 5: Five men 
or women are to be 
selected. 
D. From 1974 on, only three 
men or women are to be 
chosen. 
lioCo Dribblers JFalI To Albany; 
Crush RIT; Albano Sets Scoring Mark 
The Ithaca .. College varsity bas-
ketball team got a record-setting 
45 points from All-American 
candidate Greg Albano as the 
Bombers pasted R.I.T., 94-64, last 
week before 1,000 at Ben Light 
Gym. The 6-5 senior co-captain 
from Irvington, N.J. set his ninth 
basketball record with 18 goals 
and 9 free throws and a .643 
shooting percentage, a career 
high. He also snared 22 rebounds. 
The performance earned "Bano" 
Athlete-of-the-Week honors. 
The Ithacans bursted a hapless 
game into a runaway with a 54-
point oµtput in the second half. 
In a period of two minutes near 
the end of the game, Albano 
scored 12 straight points, hitting 
five of five from the floor and 2 
foul shots. The crowd was deliri-
ous, and gave "Bano" a standing 
ovation when be cracked the 
mark. 
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by Don Berman 
R.I.T. got off to a poor start, 
failing to. notch a field goal until 
the six-minute mark. By this 
time, J.C. rolled to a 17-4 lead. 
The Technicians cut the lead 
twice, to 25-25 and 40-33 as the 
half-time buzzer sounded. Tech 
was led by Joe Muni and Gene 
De Cristofaro. 
The Bombers outscored R.1.T. 
30-10 during the final 8:50 to run 
away with it. Some fine · sup-
porting acts were put on by Ed 
Kowalski (14 rebounds), Dale 
Dirk (7 assists), and Richie Mil-
ler. 
Albany 73-lthaca 68 
The combination of 3,000 fans, 
a winning team, and some rugged 
playing netted Albany a 73-68 
conquest over J.C. at Albany a 
week and a half ago. The 
Bombers were hampered by foul 
trouble, as Albano, Kowalski, and 
Miller had 3 at the half. Yet the 
Ithacans stayed close, and bad a 
35-33 edge at half. 
But in the second half, midway 
through, the Danes ripped off an 
18-4 spurt, led by Scott Price 
(£ice field · goals in a row) and 
Jack Jordon (8 of 14 points). Al-
bano was saddled with his fourth 
personal in the ·half, and Kowal-
ski fouled out with 12 minutes 
to go. Richie Miller also was 
cold, hitting only 1 for 9 from the 
floor. 
Albano had 24 points and 16 
rebounds to lead the brigade. The 
winners shot 53% from the floor; 
Ithaca" was 42%. Albany in-
creased its NCAA-tournament 
bound record to 13-3. 
BERMAN BABBLES: 
. . _ Albano broke the record 
set last year of 44 points by Bob 
Modliszewski at Susquehanna ... 
Rick Cahill started against R.I.T. 
and was shaky ... K'eith Shields 
had a fine game at Albany with 
13 points .. _ Coach Hugh Hurst 
did it again .. _ he fooled every-
body by taking out Albano with 
2 minutes to play after he had 
clinched the record _ . . Coach 
Hurst, it seems, thought the big 
center had five fouls _ .. but Al-
bano only had four, and was 
denied a chance to go for 50 
points . . . too bad, Greg . _ . 
Ithaca has only 2 home games to 
go: this Tuesday with Clarkson, 
and the curtain closer March 1 
against Hobart. 
BOX SCORES: 
Ithaca (94) 
Albano 
Kowalski 
Cahill 
Dirk 
Miller 
Rowley 
Sheilds 
Burr 
D. Chakas 
Groveston 
TOTALS 
RIT (64) 
DeCristofaro 
Lewis 
Shaffer 
Kuntz 
Scutt 
Muni 
Hyscher 
Hilimire 
Mancuso 
Jenkins 
TOTALS 
Albany (73) 
Margison 
Price 
Caverly 
Jordan 
Adams 
Sandy 
TOTALS 
Ithaca (68) 
Albano 
Kowalski 
Miller 
Burr 
Shields 
Rowley 
Dirk 
Cahill 
D. Chakas 
TOTALS 
FG 
18 
3 
0 
5 
4 
3 
1 
1 
0 
1 
36 
FG 
2 
5 
2 
3 
1 
5 
1 
I 
0 
1 
21 
FG 
6 
6 
2 
5 
4 
4 
27 
FG 
9 
2 
1 
0 
5 
2 
2 
5 
0 
26 
F PTS 
9-14 45 
0-0 6 
4-5 4 
1-2 11 
5-5 13 
0-0 6 
0-0 2 
2-2 4 
1-2 1 
0-0 2 
22-30 94 
F PTS 
6-7 10 
2-4 12 
6-7 10 
3-3 9 
2-3 4 
0-1 11 
0-2 2 
1-3 3 
1-2 1 
1-2 3 
22-34 64 
F P1'S 
4-5 16 
3-5 15 
6-10 10 
4-7 14 
2-4 10 
0-1 8 
19-32 74 
F PTS 
6-8 24 
0-1 4 
1-3 3 
1-2 1 
3-3 13 
0-2 4 
1-2 5 
4-5 14 
0-1 0 
16-27 68 
E. Election takes place in 
February and is announced 
at that time. 
III. Make-Up of Committee termined by permanent 
members. 
F. Presentations will take 
place on Alumni Weekend. 
II. Selection Rules 
A. Except for the first selec-
tion, only those people who 
graduated from school five 
years before the date of 
election are eligible. At 
first selection, three men 
or women can be selected 
who arc graduates of less 
than five years. Coaches 
must have been at J.C. a 
minimum of five ye:irs. 
This is a permanent re. 
quirement. 
B. Candidates will be consid-
ered only for thPir wo'.'k 
at It11.1ca College as p1ic;r-
crs or i::oaches. Only by a 
3/4 vote of the full Com-
mittee will an exception be 
considered. 
C. Selection is open to men 
and women of all varsity 
men's and women's sports 
at I.C. 
Indoor Track Season 
Opens with Loss 
The Ithaca College track team 
opened their indoor season by 
entering two teams in the an-
nual University of Rochester Re-
lays last Saturday. The field of 
twenty teams including Syracuse, 
Cortland, and Alfred, the three 
top track schools in the area, 
made the competition rough_ The 
sprint medley team comprised of 
Bob Boomer 440, Jim Farino 220, 
Tom Capraro 220, and Bill Brown 
880 failed to take a place al-
though Brown ran a strong 
anchor leg_ The distance medley 
team which also failed in its at-
tempt at placing was comprised 
of Ray Blessy 880, Ken Lucash 
440, Chuck Kasler 1320, and Jim 
(Kula) Mile. Kula, who will hav'e 
to carry the lead in the distance 
events this spring looked strong. 
In addition Vince Bocchicio, and 
Bob Fehring who holds the school 
record in the 120 high hurdles, 
were entered in the 50 yard dash. 
The remaining meets on the 
schedule are the University of 
Rochester invitational this Satur-
day, Cortland Relays March 1, 
Union Invitational March 8, and 
the State Meet March 15. 
Letter to Sports Editor 
Editor: 
Let me please correct a print-
er's error that appeared in my 
article last week, "It's Time for 
a Change," advocating an over-
hauling of the Ithaca College 
coaches. 
There are four men, and only 
four, who merit exemption and 
who should be retained: Varsity 
Football coach Jim Butterfield, 
Frosh Football coach Frank Ken-
nedy, Frosh Wrestling coach John 
Polo, and gymnastics coach Gor-
don Eggleston. 
All the rest, including Varsity 
Wrestling coach Herb Broadwell, 
should be fired as coaches. The 
sooner, the better. 
Thanks to so many of you who 
have agreed with me. Many more 
of us should express our opin-
ions. 
Action must be taken! Again, 
it's time for a change! 
Donald S. Berman 
A. Total: It should be nine in 
order to negate chances of 
deadlocks. The ninth mem-
ber should be selected by 
current members at the 
first meeting. 
B. The College Athletic Di-
rector, Alumni Director, 
Sports Information Direc-
tor, the Ithaca Jo1Jrnal 
Sports Editor, Mr. Doe 
Yavits, and Mr. Ben Light 
are permanent members. 
Mr. Walter Newsom, Pro-
vost Davies, and the ninth 
member of the Committee 
will serve as long as they 
are at I.C. 
IV. Momentoes of Selection 
A. Permanent Plaque: to be 
selected by Committee and 
placed in Trophy Case of 
Physical Education Build-
ing. 
B. For inductees: a spc~iaJ 
scroll to be printed by pro-
fessional printers and/or 
a special trophy or plaque 
or jewelry momento will 
be given to all inducte~s. 
V. Budget 
A. Money for trophies, etc. to 
be determined at first 
Committee meeting. 
C. Selection of new Commit- VI. Presentation Ceremonies 
tee members: any new A. Ceremonies take place dur-
Committee members woulu ing Alumni Weekend rn. 
be selected by a majority ductees are elected in 
vote of permanent mem- February, notified by Jet. 
hers. Nominees can be pro-
posed by all members of 
the Committee. The term 
of service of new Commit-
tee members will be de-
Sports Mike 
ter, and invited to attenl 
Time and place of presen-
tation will be determined 
by the Alumni Director. 
POLITICS IN SPORTS 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Generally speaking, sports are taken for granted at Ithaca 
Cololege. To be sure, everyone knows that J.C. "fields" a team in 
practically every major intercollegiate sport, and it seems safe to 
assume that much of the J.C. student population "brands" 
Irhaca College's winter sports teams and their respective 
coaches as lousy, merely on the basis of their records. The fact 
of the matter is, however, that these are only superficial, and 
not very valid judgements which actually belie the truth of the 
siruation. 
In point of fact, there is nothing wrong with Ithaca Col-
lege's winter sports teams_ They are good, solid, competitive 
teams. If this is true, and it is, then why aren't there any 
winter sports teams with a winning record? For one thing, 
Ithaca College is competing against many schools that allo-
cate subsrantially more funds to their athletic program and its 
budget than does LC. Because of this, schools such as LeMoync, 
Hartwick, Buffalo, Syracuse, Buffalo State, and others have a 
definite recruiting advantage over Ithaca College- As such, 
these schools, and not J_C., have the "leverage" because they 
are able to allot more finances for athletic scholarships, and 
thus can easier persuade athletes to come to their respective 
colleges. As a result, the problem with Ithaca College interc~l-
lcgiate athletics in gerena, and intercollegiare winter sports Jfl 
particular, may not be one of poor coaching, but instead is one 
of poor recruiting - something for which the coache-s cannot 
be blamed. They are probably doing the best possible job under 
the existing circumstances. They are given only so much for 
their respective team budgets, and have to make do with what 
they are allocated. Furthermore, it is not the coaches that rcaJly 
win or lose the games, but it is the players, and the team with 
the best players is obviously going to be more successful than 
a team with a lesser amount of good players. This is not to 
imply that LC. varsity athletes aren't real athle!es, but is rather 
a statement of fact that they are competing agains schools 
with equally good athletes and more of them. I.C.'s oppon-
ents- have depth, and bench and reserve strength is some-
thing which is necessary and vital to a team's success, and 
Ithaca simply doesn't have this depth. What, then, is the solu-
tion ro this problem confronting Ithaca College athletics? 
Actually, the solution is a simple one. Because Itha<:3 
College cannot provide adequate funds to all of its athlct1c 
teams to compete successfuly on a winning scale, it sho~ld 
concen!rate exclusively on major sports, and divert all of its 
present athletic funds to these sports. In the winteri for example, 
this is to say that Ithaca College varsity inter~ol egiate sports 
would be restricted to basketball and wrestling. In this way, 
then, Ithaca College could possibly have two outstanding 
winter sports teams, which would be able to compete on a high-
ly-successful basis because they now have increased· funds for 
recruiting and the like, as opposed to the four, less than su<;· 
cessful varsity winrer sports teams that exist now. If this 
philosophy was put into practice during the fall and spring as 
well, perhaps the results and records there could be changed 
too. There is no point in trying to finance certain varsity spor~s 
at Ithaca College which realistically just cannot be financed. 
It is far better !o have a few, but very successful varsity team~, 
as opposed to many, but not very successful varsity teams. It 1s 
simply a case of having a few winners, or many losers. The choi~c 
is there: it is up to Ithaca College to make rhe decision in 
which direction it wants to go. 
